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Executive Summary 

The MIKELANGELO project [1] seeks to improve the I/O performance and security of Cloud 

and HPC deployments running on the OSv and sKVM software stack. These improvements 

are being realised by the development of new software components in parallel to the 

enhancement of existing software projects. In some cases enhancements in disparate projects 

need to be synchronised. In both Cloud and HPC deployments, a substantial set of software 

needs to be installed, configured and integrated. This document summarises the 

Infrastructure Integration activities that have taken place during the second year of the 

MIKELANGELO project. 

Some integration efforts have been independent of deployment environment. The full-stack 

instrumentation and monitoring system built on INTEL’s snap open-source telemetry project 

has been extensively expanded to support the needs of the specific use cases deployed by 

MIKELANGELO. The MIKELANGELO Package Manager has matured significantly, with close 

collaboration and integration with the new UniK unikernel compilation and deployment 

platform. 

To evaluate MIKELANGELO components in realistic Cloud and HPC environments, the 

OpenStack testbed at GWDG and the Torque-based testbed at USTUTT have both been 

extensively updated and expanded. They now provide production-like environments to host 

the MIKELANGELO use cases with extensions to OpenStack and Torque developed to 

facilitate automation and experimentation. 

A novel Continuous Experimentation framework, Scotty, inspired by Continuous Integration 

approaches, has been developed and has been successfully integrated into both the Cloud 

and HPC testbeds. It now allows specific arbitrary configurations of the complete stack of 

MIKELANGELO software to be deployed, use cases provisioned, workloads monitored, and 

evaluations be performed - all through an automated and repeatable process. 

The integrated infrastructure is built extensively on open source software. Enhancements 

developed by MIKELANGELO are being open-sourced where possible. For example 10 new 

snap plugins together with core enhancements have been open-sourced in Year 2. 
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1 Introduction 

The MIKELANGELO project [1] seeks to improve the I/O performance and security of Cloud 

and HPC deployments running on the OSv and sKVM software stack. These improvements 

are being realised by the development of new software components in parallel to the 

enhancement of existing software projects. In some cases enhancements in disparate projects 

need to be synchronised. In both Cloud and HPC deployments, a substantial set of software 

needs to be installed, configured and integrated.  

This document describes the steps taken in the second year of MIKELANGELO to deliver 

integrated infrastructure. These activities are managed within Work Package 5 Infrastructure 

Integration which has three tasks: T5.1 Management in Cloud Environments, T5.2 High 

Performance Computing, and T5.3 Instrumentation and Monitoring. This work package and 

all three tasks are scheduled to continue until Month 36 of the project - December 2017. 

An introduction to infrastructure integration within the MIKELANGELO project is presented in 

Chapter 2. It summarises the various software components that need to be integrated, the 

various deployments that are relevant, and supporting components that need to be 

developed as part of this work. 

Chapter 3 describes in detail the various enabling components that needed to be developed 

to realise completely integrated infrastructure. This includes the Instrumentation and 

Monitoring framework extensively enhanced in year 2, the MIKELANGELO Package 

Management facilities integrated with the emerging UniK project, and the design and 

development of an overall Continuous Experimentation framework to support all the use case 

configuration, provisioning and evaluation needs of the project. 

Chapter 4 focuses on Cloud Integration, and details the advances made in the production-

like Cloud testbed hosted by GWDG during the second year of the project. This testbed is 

built on OpenStack and is designed to support a wide range of Cloud and Big Data 

workloads. 

Chapter 5 focuses on HPC Integration, and describes the year 2 enhancements made to the 

HPC testbed hosted by USTUTT. Built on the open-source Torque scheduling system, this 

testbed has been built to demonstrate and evaluate how HPC workloads can be deployed on 

MIKELANGELO-optimised Cloud infrastructure. 

Chapter 6 summarises the key takeaways from this work-package to-date, Chapter 7 provides 

some concluding remarks and references are provided in Chapter 8. 
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2 Integration Overview 

2.1 MIKELANGELO Architecture 

There are numerous independent software platforms, frameworks and components that need 

to be successfully integrated to realise MIKELANGELO’s vision of substantially improved 

performance and security of virtualised environments for both Cloud and HPC. These various 

systems are presented and described in Deliverable D2.20, The intermediate MIKELANGELO 

architecture as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: High-level Cloud and HPC-Cloud architecture. 

Core components of MIKELANGELO include the sKVM hypervisor - receiving dedicated 

security (side-channel attack mitigation) and performance (e.g. IOcm) enhancements - and 

the OSv Guest OS - receiving numerous performance optimisations. Across these two 

components, various vRDMA-based performance enhancements are being delivered. 

Complementing these internal technical advancements, the practicalities of managing 
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complex virtualised stacks are also being addressed with comprehensive Application 

Management support. 

To demonstrate a complete cloud stack, these core components are being integrated with 

the OpenStack cloud management platform, as introduced in Deliverable D5.1 First report on 

the Integration of sKVM and OSv with Cloud Computing [2] . 

To demonstrate the advantages of applying MIKELANGELO components to HPC workloads, 

the MIKELANGELO core components are being integrated with the vTorque resource 

manager, as introduced in Deliverable D5.4 First report on the Integration of sKVM and OSv 

with HPC [3]. 

In order to understand how each and every component of the integrated stacks are 

performing, a full-stack monitoring system has been developed as introduced in D5.7 First 

report on the Instrumentation and Monitoring of the complete MIKELANGELO software stack 

[4]. 

Finally, to manage the deployment of realistic multi-node use-cases across both the cloud 

and HPC infrastructures, a Continuous Experimentation framework inspired by Continuous 

Integration techniques has been developed to help script and automate the complete 

lifecycle of evaluating a change to a component in the software stack. 

This deliverable explains the advancements in the integration-enabling components of 

MIKELANGELO including the Instrumentation and Monitoring stack and the Continuous 

Experimentation Framework. It also describes the progress the integration of the various 

components in both the Cloud and HPC stacks. All of these advancements were progressed 

in response to the Infrastructure Integration requirements. 

2.2 Infrastructure Integration Requirements 

The various deployment scenarios and requirements for MIKELANGELO are being tracked in 

MIKELANGELO’s Work Package 2, Use Case and Architecture Analysis. Over 40 specific 

scenarios regarding Infrastructure Integration have been documented as of the time of 

writing, resulting in 38 requirements categorised as infrastructure or monitoring related. This 

list grows as new needs are identified, as new use cases are deployed on the Cloud and HPC 

testbeds. 

Requirements address the needs to support deployment and configuration of the various 

MIKELANGELO and use case software components. Configuration and instantiation of  

appropriate instrumentation and monitoring also features heavily, with the need for relevant 

data to be gathered in appropriate back-ends for offline analysis. As new software 
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components are introduced via the use-cases, the need to collect data from these new 

sources needs to be addressed and has generated numerous requirements. 

This list of requirements is regularly reviewed, and drives the prioritisation of activities within 

Workpage 5, Infrastructure Integration. This work has been organised into generic integration 

enablers, Cloud-specific integration, and HPC-specific integration as detailed in the following 

chapters.  
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3 Integration Enablers 

MIKELANGELO has constructed both a cloud and a HPC environment to help demonstrate 

and evaluate the MIKELANGELO stack in different, realistic scenarios. Some components are 

shared between the two deployments: the instrumentation and monitoring system, the 

package management system, and a continuous experimentation framework. These three 

integration-enabling software components are introduced in this chapter. 

3.1 Instrumentation and Monitoring 

3.1.1 Requirements 

The fundamental requirements of the instrumentation and monitoring system required by 

MIKELANGELO were established in the first year of the project and documented in 

Deliverable D5.7, First report on the Instrumentation and Monitoring of the complete 

MIKELANGELO software stack [4]. Initial requirements and their implementation status 

included: 

● the ability to capture hardware metrics - available Year 1  

● the ability to capture hypervisor metrics - available Year 1  

● the ability to capture guest OS metrics - available Year 1  

● the ability to capture hosted application and services metrics - available Year 1  

● support for a rich monitoring GUI - available Year 1  

● minimal performance overhead on the systems being monitored - initial solutions 

available Year 1, multiple enhancements Year 2 

● the ability to scale to deployments with thousands of nodes - monitoring of 500 node 

cluster demonstrated Year 2 

● the ability to readily manage deployments of thousands of nodes - management of 

500 node cluster demonstrated Year 2 

● the ability to integrate with existing and future tools and technologies to capture 

data, process data or store data - available Year 1  

● the ability to readily adjust the precise metrics being gathered and at what frequency 

- available Year 1  

● a high degree of trustworthiness in the data collected - available Year 1  

● a suitable open-source licensing model to enable community adoption and 

engagement - available Year 1  

Following development of the initial snap framework and its public open-source release in 

December 2015 [5], the second year of MIKELANGELO has seen additional requirements 

focus on supporting the collection of metrics of particular interest to the various testbeds and 

use cases deployed by the partners of the project. 
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Additionally, some new core functionality requirements were also identified and addressed. 

The new requirements tackled by MIKELANGELO during the second year of the project - and 

their current implementation status - included: 

● the ability to monitor IOcm status - delivered year 2 

● the ability to monitor vRDMA processes - delivered year 2 

● the ability to monitor OpenFOAM [6] jobs - delivered year 2 

● the ability to monitor MongoDB [7] databases - delivered year 2 

● the ability to monitor Yarn [8] deployments - delivered year 2 

● the ability to monitor the Linux scheduler [9] - delivered year 2 

● the ability to monitor Spark [10] deployments - in development end of year 2 

● the ability to monitor CloudSuite Data Caching [11] - in development end of year 2 

● the ability to tag monitored data with metadata (e.g. an identifier for the experimental 

run underway, or some details of system configuration) - delivered year 2 

● the ability to dynamically reduce the resolution of monitoring data unless an anomaly 

is detected - delivered year 2 

● the ability to capture Utilisation, Saturation and Error information as powerful  high 

level abstractions for key subsystems such as CPU, memory and I/O - delivered year 2 

● the ability to automatically monitor additional VMs and virtual devices as they are 

created in a libvirt [12] deployment - delivered year 2 

● reducing the overhead of collecting metrics from libvirt  - delivered year 2 

● maintaining compatibility of all MIKELANGELO-developed snap plugins with the latest 

releases of the snap telemetry framework as it evolved towards version 1.0, released 

November 2016 [13] - delivered year 2 

Whilst INTEL maintained responsibility for the overall instrumentation and monitoring 

framework in MIKELANGELO, it is worth noting that other partners in MIKELANGELO, 

specifically IBM and GWDG, have been able to successfully develop and release snap plugins 

themselves to expose metrics of particular interest to them. IBM developed the IOcm 

collector and GWDG are developing collectors for both Spark and CloudSuite Data Caching. 

3.1.2 Architecture 

As introduced in D5.7, First report on the Instrumentation and Monitoring of the complete 

MIKELANGELO software stack [4], snap is an open-source telemetry framework specifically 

designed to help simplify the gathering and processing of rich metrics within a data center. 

With deeper instrumentation and analysis of such infrastructure and hosted applications, 

more subtle measurements of performance can be gathered, and more efficiencies can be 

realised. The architecture of snap has not altered significantly during Year 2 of 

MIKELANGELO, but an understanding of some basic aspects of snap is useful when 

considering developments in Year 2 and so is presented here for completeness. 
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As an extensible and open telemetry gathering system, snap aims to provide a convenient 

and highly scalable framework from which arbitrary metric-collecting systems, analytics 

frameworks, and data stores can be leveraged. Thus, full stack monitoring is achievable, 

allowing data from hardware, out-of-band sources such as Node Manager [14], DCIM [15] 

and IPMI [16] to be analysed together with data from the host operating systems, 

hypervisors, guest operating systems, middleware and hosted applications and services. 

These metrics can be transformed or filtered or processed using any external tool locally, 

before being published to any destinations, be they local or remote. 

snap is organised into several core components as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Core components of snap. 

snapteld (previously snapd) is a daemon that runs on nodes that collect, process and publish 

telemetry information. snapteld may collect the information from the local node (localhost), 

or the information may be captured from remote nodes, over the network. The latter allows 

out-of-band metrics to be captured from systems that are in the powered down state. The 

collection, processing and publishing of telemetry information is done through a flexible and 

dynamic plugin architecture that is described later in this chapter. This daemon also 

schedules the tasks that define what data is collected what data is gathered, how it is 

processed and published.  This daemon has a RESTful API [17]. 

snaptel (previously snapctl) is a command line interface that allows snap to be managed. It 

allows snap metrics, plugins and specific monitoring instructions known as tasks to be 

queried and manipulated as required. All three of these elements can also be manipulated via 

a RESTful API. 

snap has a flexible plugin architecture. To facilitate administration plugins can be versioned 

and signed. Three types of plugins are supported: 
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Collector plugins allow data to be fed into snap from a particular source. The metrics 

exposed by a collector plugin are added to a dynamically generated catalogue of all available 

metrics. A collector plugin may be engineered to capture data from any source including 

hardware, operating system, hypervisor, or application source. The data may come from out-

of-band systems such as baseboard management controllers - essentially small dedicated 

always-on CPUs that allow computers to be managed remotely via a dedicated network 

channel - even if the main system is powered off. The data may come from data-center utility 

systems – or indeed sources outside the data-center. 

Processor plugins allow snap telemetry data to be queried and manipulated before being 

transferred. A processor plugin can be used to encrypt the data, or perhaps convert the data 

from one format to another. Data can be cached or filtered or transformed – e.g. into rolling 

averages. 

Publisher plugins are used to direct telemetry data to a back-end system. Data could be 

published to a database, to a bus, or directly to an analytics platform. Destinations may be 

open source or proprietary. 

Available plugins are loaded into the snap framework dynamically, and exposed functionality 

is available without needing to restart any service or node. Once plugins are loaded into the 

local snap daemon, specific workflows called Tasks can be defined to detail what data is 

gathered where, and how it is processed and shared. The currently available plugins are listed 

in the plugin catalogue [18]. At the time of writing (December 2016) there are 75 open source 

snap plugins available from the main snap repository on GitHub [19]. These include 52 snap 

collector plugins, 5 snap processor plugins, and 18 snap publisher plugins. Eleven of these 75 

plugins have been contributed and open-sourced from the MIKELANGELO project. Other 

members of the open-source community have already started to build on these contributions 

and open-source their incremental enhancements. Plugins that are not yet relevant to the 

broad snap user base are typically open-sourced elsewhere. MIKELANGELO has open-

sourced two collector plugins which fall into this category via the MIKELANGELO GitHub 

repository [20]. These collect data from IOcm and vRDMA - systems which for now are only 

relevant to snap users that have installed the MIKELANGELO IOcm and vRDMA solutions. 

Table 1 lists the plugins that have been developed and open-sourced by the MIKELANGELO 

project to date. 
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Table 1: snap plugins contributed by MIKELANGELO as of December 2016. 

Plugin 

Type 

Plugin Name Plugin Description 201

5 

201

6 

GitHub 

Collector Libvirt Captures data from 

libvirt 

x  snap 

OSv Collects from OSv x  snap 

MongoDB Captures data from 

MongoDB 

 x snap 

vRDMA Captures data from 

vRDMA process 

 x MIKELANGELO 

OpenFOAM Captures data from 

OpenFOAM 

 x snap 

yarn Captures data from 

yarn scheduler 

 x snap 

schedstat Captures data from 

Linux scheduler 

 x snap 

SCSI Captures data from 

SCSI devices 

 x snap 

USE Captures Utilisation, 

Saturation and Errors 

information  from 

various system 

components 

 x snap 

IOcm Captures IOcm data   x MIKELANGELO 

Processor Tag Allows metrics to be 

tagged 

 x snap 

AnomalyDetection Dynamically scales 

resolution of telemetry 

to reduce system 

overhead 

 x snap 

Publisher PostgreSQL Writes to a PostgreSQL 

[21] database 

x  snap 
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Additionally, collector plugins for Spark and CloudSuite Data Caching are currently in 

development. 

All of the plugins produced by MIKELANGELO had to be refactored somewhat during 2016 as 

the core snap framework matured and interfaces stabilised. Those plugins that were 

enhanced significantly or first released in 2016 are now introduced. 

3.1.3 Collector Plugins 

 Libvirt Collector Plugin 3.1.3.1

MIKELANGELO uses the snap libvirt collector plugin to collect metrics from the libvirt API 

[12]. This API is used alongside many linux hypervisors to manage virtualisation and host 

virtual machines, and is the default used by both OpenStack [22] and vTorque [23] 

implementations as used in MIKELANGELO. 

The initial version of this plugin was released in December 2015. During 2016 this plugin was 

refactored. The plugin has been divided into two parts, the first responsible for the logic of 

the collector, the other a wrapper around the libvirt API that is also responsible for parsing 

data from the OpenStack Nova API. This functionality was introduced in an earlier plugin 

version, but in the new edition, the library responsible for parsing XML has been replaced 

with a custom written xml parser. These changes helped increase the speed of the plugin and 

reduce CPU usage. 

As a result of these improvements the collector has a much reduced latency and the CPU 

load of the plugin has decreased by over 250%. The monitoring process was measured to 

consume 1% of total CPU utilisation when collecting a total of 1250 metrics once per second 

from 50 libvirt domains. 

Another change introduced based on MIKELANGELO project requirements was the automatic 

detection of virtual machines, network cards, and block devices. Now the collector tracks 

changes in the configuration of libvirt and automatically starts metric collection for any new 

devices. This change allows the automatic collection of data from libvirt domains without 

having to start a new task using the snap interface. The user needs only to subscribe to the 

list of metrics of interest, as in the following example task manifest file: 

  version: 1 

  schedule: 

    type: "simple" 

    interval: "1s" 

  max-failures: 10 

  workflow: 
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    collect: 

      metrics: 

         /intel/libvirt/*/cpu/*/cputime: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/cpu/cputime: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/disk/*/rdbytes: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/disk/*/rdreq: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/disk/*/wrbytes: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/disk/*/wrreq: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/actual_balloon: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/available: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/major_fault: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/max: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/mem: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/min_fault: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/nr: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/rss: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/swap_in: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/swap_out: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/memory/unused: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/network/*/rxbytes: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/network/*/rxdrop: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/network/*/rxerrs: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/network/*/rxpackets: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/network/*/txbytes: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/network/*/txdrop: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/network/*/txerrs: {} 

         /intel/libvirt/*/network/*/txpackets: {} 

      publish: 

        - plugin_name: "file" 

          config: 

            file: "/tmp/libvirt_metrics" 

The snap libvirt collector plugin can be configured to work as an internal or external collector 

– it can capture data from libvirt locally, or from a remote machine. Depending on the 

support offered by the hypervisor, it can gather up to 21 different metrics from the CPU, disk, 

memory and network subsystems. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitHub at 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-libvirt. 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-libvirt
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Figure 3: libvirt collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 MongoDB Collector Plugin 3.1.3.2

The MongoDB collector plugin is designed to collect metrics relating to the status of a 

MongoDB installation [7]. 

MongoDB is a free and open-source cross-platform document-oriented database program. 

Classified as a NoSQL database program, MongoDB uses JSON-like documents with schemas. 

MongoDB is a key element in modern BigData workloads and it is an important component 

in the MIKELANGELO BigData use case as described in Deliverable D6.3, First report on the 

Use Case Implementations [24]. 

The Snap MongoDB collector plugin has the ability to collect metrics about memory and 

mongodb process usage as well as information about the integrated database storage 

engine “WiredTiger” [25]. All metrics are divided into the specific groups listed as follows: 

● Memory - various information about used memory 

● Connections - counters about connections to the database  

● ExtraInfo - platform dependant. On linux delivers important information about Heap 

usage 

● OpsCounters - information about insert, delete, update operations 

● Tmalloc - information about memory allocation 

● Network - information about number of transmitted and received packets  

● Document - information about number of documents per bucket 

● TTL - information about the time to live of documents 

● Storage - information about requested search operations against the Storage engine 

● Repl - detailed information about the execution, batches, buffer and preload 

mechanism  

In total the MongoDB collector plugin supports the capture of approximately 230 different 

metrics, the precise number depending on the deployment platform, and the version of 

MongoDB. 
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All metrics are represented as a 64 bit integer. Metrics can be enumerated explicitly via a 

concrete namespace, or a wildcard (*) can be used. The namespaces are keys to another 

nested object which may contain a specific version of a plugin 

Wildcard support provides an easy way to filter metrics of a specific type. It can also filter 

implementation by groups such as tmalloc or storage. When a group is specified, all metrics 

that are included in the group will be collected. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitHub at 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-mongodb. 

 

Figure 4: MongoDB collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 vRDMA Collector Plugin 3.1.3.3

MIKELANGELO uses the vRDMA collector plugin to collect metrics about the performance of 

the vRDMA process. 

vRDMA enables faster VM to VM communication by bypassing conventional communications 

through the normal network stack. For complete information on vRDMA see Deliverables 

D3.2, Intermediate Super KVM - Fast virtual I/O hypervisor [26]  and D4.5, OSv - Guest 

Operating System – intermediate version [27]. 

Using the vRDMA collector it is possible to monitor the following information about the 

vRDMA process: 

● vRDMA/utilization - cpu utilization  

● vRDMA/memory - memory used  

● vRDMA/vsz - virtual memory used  

● vRDMA/rss - resident memory used 

● vRDMA/rchar - chars read 

● vRDMA/wchar - chars written 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-mongodb
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● vRDMA/syscr - syscalls read  

● vRDMA/syscw - syscalls written 

● vRDMA/read_bytes - number of bytes read 

● vRDMA/write_bytes - number of bytes written 

In total the vRDMA collector plugin supports the capture of 10 different metrics. 

All metrics are represented as 64 bit integers. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitLab at 

https://gitlab.xlab.si/mikelangelo/snap-plugin-collector-vrdma. 

 

Figure 5: vRDMA collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 OpenFOAM Collector Plugin 3.1.3.4

MIKELANGELO uses the OpenFOAM collector plugin to collect metrics about OpenFOAM 

performance. 

OpenFOAM [6] is a set of libraries that can be used to solve computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) problems. The problem-space is typically split up into a mesh of adjacent areas, each of 

which can be solved independently. The metrics that can be gathered vary from case to case. 

In our CFD computations both initial and final values have been collected for k, p, Ux, Uy, Uz, 

and omega. 

Using the OpenFOAM collector it is possible to monitor the following simulation metrics 

● openfoam/k/initial 

● openfoam/k/final 

● openfoam/p/initial 

● openfoam/p/final 

● openfoam/Ux/initial 

● openfoam/Ux/final 

https://gitlab.xlab.si/mikelangelo/snap-plugin-collector-vrdma
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● openfoam/Uy/initial 

● openfoam/Uy/final 

● openfoam/Uz/initial 

● openfoam/Uz/final 

● openfoam/omega/initial 

● openfoam/omega/final 

All metrics are represented as a 64 bit float. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitHub at 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-openfoam. 

 

Figure 6: OpenFOAM collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 Yarn Collector Plugin 3.1.3.5

MIKELANGELO uses the Yarn collector plugin to collect metrics about Hadoop Yarn Scheduler 

queues [8].  

Yarn is a Hadoop scheduling mechanism for Map Reduce jobs. The fundamental idea of Yarn 

is to split up the functionalities of resource management and job scheduling/monitoring into 

separate daemons. The idea is to have a global ResourceManager (RM) and per-application 

ApplicationMaster (AM). An application is either a single job or a Directed Acyclic Graph 

(DAG) of jobs. 

In MIKELANGELO, Yarn is deployed on the Cloud Testbed hosted by GWDG and manages 

and schedules the Hadoop resources that the hosted big-data use cases employ. 

The snap collector for Yarn can collect data for a single job in the sense of classic MapReduce 

jobs, or a DAG of such jobs. 

It can gather specific metrics about queues and overall system usage. It is possible to monitor 

the following metrics about each queue or job: 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-openfoam
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● absolutecapacity - Absolute capacity percentage of the entire cluster this queue can 

use 

● absolutemaxcapacity - Absolute maximum capacity percentage of the entire cluster 

this queue can use 

● absoluteusedcapacity - Absolute used capacity percentage of the entire cluster this 

queue is using  

● capacity - Configured queue capacity in percentage relative to its parent queue 

● maxactiveapplications - The maximum number of active applications this queue can 

have 

● maxactiveapplicationsperuser - The maximum number of active applications this 

queue can have 

● maxapplications - The maximum number of active applications this queue can have 

● maxapplicationsperuser - The maximum number of active applications per user this 

queue can have 

● maxcapacity - Configured maximum queue capacity in percentage relative to its 

parent queue 

● numactiveapplications - The number of pending applications for this user in this 

queue 

● numapplications - The number of applications currently in the queue 

● numcontainers - The number of containers being used 

● numpendingapplications - The number of pending applications for this user in this 

queue 

● usedcapacity - Used queue capacity as a percentage 

● usedresources - Used queue resources 

● userlimit - The minimum user limit percent set in the configuration 

● userlimitfactor - The user limit factor set in the configuration 

● resources_memory - The amount of memory used (in MB) 

● resources_vcores - The number of virtual cores 

General info about the root queue is also available: 

● schedulerinfo/capacity - configured queue capacity as a percentage for root queue 

● schedulerinfo/maxcapacity - configured maximum queue capacity as a percentage for 

root queue 

In total the Yarn collector plugin supports the capture of approximately 28 different metrics. 

All metrics are represented as a 64 bit integer. Metrics can be enumerated explicitly via a 

concrete namespace, or a wildcard (*) can be used. The namespaces are keys to another 

nested object which may contain a specific version of a plugin 
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Wildcard support provides an easy way to filter metrics of a specific type. It can also filter 

implementation by groups such as queue or scheduleInfo. When a group is specified, all 

metrics that are included in the group will be collected. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitHub at 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-yarn. 

 

Figure 7: Yarn collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 Schedstat Collector Plugin 3.1.3.6

MIKELANGELO uses the Schedstat collector plugin to collect metrics about the Linux 

scheduler. 

Schedstat [9] can deliver very important information about the Linux scheduler latency and 

distribution of the tasks per cpu and scheduling domains. 

The schedstat collector plugin for snap can collect all scheduling information for each cpu, 

socket and domain. 

Using the schedstat collector it is possible to monitor the following metrics 

● schedYield - number of times sched_yield() was called 

● scheduleCalled - number of times schedule() was called 

● scheduleLeftIdle - number of times schedule() left the processor idle 

● tryToWakeUp - number of times try_to_wake_up() was called 

● tryToWakeUpLocalCPU - number of times try_to_wake_up() was called to wake up the 

local cpu 

● jiffiesRunning - sum of all time spent running by tasks on this processor (in jiffies) 

● jiffiesWaiting - sum of all time spent waiting to run by tasks on this processor (in 

jiffies) 

● timeslices - number of timeslices run on this cpu 

In total the schedstat collector plugin supports the capture of 8 different metrics. 

All metrics are represented as 64 bit integers. 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-yarn
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The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitHub at 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-schedstat. 

 

Figure 8: schedstat collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 USE Collector Plugin 3.1.3.7

MIKELANGELO uses the USE collector plugin to collect metrics about Utilization, Saturation 

and Error of the Linux subsystems including cpu, memory, network interfaces and block 

interfaces. 

Inspired by Brendan Gregg’s USE method [28] for performance analysis, this plugin calculates 

the utilisation and saturation of various resources including CPUs, memory, disks and network 

interfaces. This allows bottlenecks, potential misconfigurations, and a greater understanding 

of the load on a full deployment to be quickly identified. It also allows strategies for more 

efficient placement of workloads to be developed. The plugin also facilitates any errors from 

the various subsystems to be gathered. 

Using the USE collector it is possible to monitor the following metrics: 

● compute/utilization - Compute utilization calculated as 100-idle, Normalized over 

cores 

● compute/saturation - Compute saturation calculated as load1/number of cpus, Not 

normalized 

● storage/utilization - Storage utilization calculated as iostat % util 

● storage/saturation - Storage utilization calculated as iostat avg-queue-size 

● storage/errors - Storage errors -  Number of errors /sys/devices/.../ioerr_cnt 

● memory/utilization - Memory utilization calculated as main_memory - memory_used 

● memory/saturation - Memory saturation calculated as  si/ memstat so 

● network/utilization - Network device Utilization calculated as float64 (tx + rcv 

bytes)/ bandwidth 

● network/saturation - Network device Utilization calculated as (tx + rcv overrun) - 

number of packets 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-schedstat
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In total the USE collector plugin supports the capture of 9 different metrics, per cpu and 

device. 

All metrics are represented as a 64 bit float. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitHub at 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-use. 

 

Figure 9: USE collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 IOcm Collector Plugin 3.1.3.8

This plugin has the ability to read metrics from an IOcm-enabled kernel as described in 

Deliverable D3.2, The intermediate Super KVM - Fast virtual I/O hypervisor [26]. The exposed 

metrics are the number of active I/O cores and their respective effective utilization. 

The IOcm Collector plugin has the ability to gather the following metrics: 

● /ibm/sysfs/iocore/nr_iocores - the number of active I/O cores is available here 

● /ibm/sysfs/iocore/<iocore_name>/cpu_utilization - the effective percentage utilized 

by the <iocore_name>, where <iocore_name> expands to cpu (aggregated), cpu1, 

cpu2, cpu3 etc. 

The data type of all these metrics is float64. By default metrics are gathered once per second. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitLab at 

https://gitlab.xlab.si/mikelangelo/snap-plugin-collector-iocore.  

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-collector-use
https://gitlab.xlab.si/mikelangelo/snap-plugin-collector-iocore
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Figure 10: IOcm collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 Spark Collector Plugin 3.1.3.9

The spark collector plugin collects metrics from Spark’s [10] internal monitoring system. The 

system provides two built-in data outputs: a RESTful interface and CSV files. Although the 

RESTful interface is preferable for most applications as it allows remote access and precise 

queries that only provide the requested data, we have used CSV files as the data source. The 

main reason is that the cloud testbed currently runs Spark 1.3.7, which does not yet 

implement the RESTful interface. Thus, the CSV-based data collection is preferable to us as it 

is compatible with older and new versions of Spark. Future iterations of the Spark collector 

can be extended to use the RESTful interface due to the collector’s extendible design.  

The collector collects four categories of metrics: 

● details of the master node 

● details of each individual worker 

● details of the resources consumed by applications 

● application-specific information from individual instantiations of applications 

The namespace exposes the following metrics: 

● /gwdg/spark/worker/coresfree 

● /gwdg/spark/worker/coresused 

● /gwdg/spark/worker/executors 

● /gwdg/spark/worker/memfreemb 

● /gwdg/spark/worker/memusedmb 

● /gwdg/spark/master/apps 

● /gwdg/spark/master/waitingapps 

● /gwdg/spark/master/workers 

● /gwdg/spark/application/*/cores 

● /gwdg/spark/application/*/runtime_ms 

● /gwdg/spark/application/*/status 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/file/largeRead_ops 
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● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/file/read_bytes 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/file/read_ops 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/file/write_bytes 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/file/write_ops 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/hdfs/largeRead_ops 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/hdfs/read_bytes 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/hdfs/read_ops 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/hdfs/write_bytes 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/filesystem/hdfs/write_ops 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/threadpool/activeTasks 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/threadpool/completeTasks 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/threadpool/currentPool_size 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/executor/threadpool/maxPool_size 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/BlockManager/disk/diskSpaceUsed_MB 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/BlockManager/memory/maxMem_MB 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/BlockManager/memory/memUsed_MB 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/BlockManager/memory/remainingMem_MB 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/DAGScheduler/job/activeJobs 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/DAGScheduler/job/allJobs 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/DAGScheduler/stage/failedStages 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/DAGScheduler/stage/runningStages 

● /gwdg/spark/app/*/<driver>/DAGScheduler/stage/waitingStages 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitLab at 

https://gitlab.xlab.si/mikelangelo/snap-plugin-collector-spark. 

 

Figure 11: Spark collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 CloudSuite Data Caching Collector Plugin 3.1.3.10

The CloudSuite data caching benchmark [11] runs a workload on memcached. The key 

metrics of this benchmark are the performance of memcached. Thus, with the collector we 

https://gitlab.xlab.si/mikelangelo/snap-plugin-collector-spark
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are collecting metrics that are typically used for databases and caches. These metrics include 

performance metrics, such as latency statistics, hit counters, and miss counters.  

The collector exposes the following namespace: 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/timeDiff 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/rps 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/requests 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/gets 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/sets 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/hits 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/misses 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/avg_lat 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/90th 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/95th 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/99th 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/std 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/min 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/max 

● /gwdg/cloudsuite/datacaching/avgGetSize 

The collector is deployed as part of the CloudSuite - data caching workload generator via 

Scotty. It can be considered as an instantiation of the virtualised big data platform, albeit just 

for benchmarking. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitLab at 

https://gitlab.xlab.si/mikelangelo/snap-plugin-collector-cloudsuite-datacaching. 

 

Figure 12: CloudSuite Data Caching collector plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

https://gitlab.xlab.si/mikelangelo/snap-plugin-collector-cloudsuite-datacaching
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3.1.4 Processor Plugins 

 Tag Processor Plugin 3.1.4.1

The snap Tag plugin is a processor that allows collected metrics be tagged with arbitrary 

information. This injection of metadata into the telemetry flow allows appropriate filtering 

and aggregation when data is later being analysed. The snap Tag processor plugin 

implements the specification known as metrics 2.0 [29],  

Metrics 2.0 aims to  self-describe, standardize metrics using orthogonal tags for every 

dimension, "metrics" being the pieces of information that point to, and describe time-series 

data. 

By adopting metrics 2.0 the MIKELANGELO stack is able to: 

● increase compatibility between tools 

● get immediate understanding of metrics 

● build graphs, plots, dashboards and alerting expressions with minimal overhead 

Standard telemetry systems such as Collectd publish metrics as one long string of characters 

and do not provide easy ways to aggregate or distinguish metrics for different entities. For 

example, the metric cpu load in collectd is represented as hostname/load/load, whereas the 

same metric in Snap, using the tag processor, can be stored in a much richer form:  

/intel/psutil/cpuload { 

  “host”: “hostname”, 

  “os”: linux, 

  “virtualisation_system”: “kvm”, 

  “uptime”: “time_delta” 

} 

An example task specification file for the Tag Processor Plugin that illustrates how tags for 

rack, datacenter, and experiment are added to some psutil metrics is presented below: 

{ 

  "version": 1, 

  "schedule": { 

    "type": "simple", 

    "interval": "1s" 

  }, 

  "workflow": { 

    "collect": { 

      "metrics": { 

        "/intel/psutil/load/load1": {}, 

        "/intel/psutil/load/load5": {}, 

        "/intel/psutil/load/load15": {}, 
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        "/intel/psutil/vm/free": {}, 

        "/intel/psutil/vm/used": {} 

      }, 

      "process": [ 

        { 

          "plugin_name": "tag", 

          "config": { 

            "tags": "rack1:rack,datacenter:dublin,experiment:1" 

          }, 

          "publish": [ 

            { 

              "plugin_name": "file", 

              "config": { 

                "file": "/tmp/published_tag.log" 

              } 

            } 

          ] 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  } 

} 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitHub at 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-processor-tag. 

 

Figure 13: tag processor plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

 Anomaly Detection Processor Plugin 3.1.4.2

The Anomaly Detection Processor Plugin for snap implements the Tukey anomaly detection 

algorithm [30]. 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-processor-tag
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This plugin has been designed to dramatically reduce the quantity of raw telemetry data 

published upstream, without affecting the quality of the information being transferred. When 

a metric is stable then the data is only transferred occasionally – by default every 10 seconds. 

However, if a statistically interesting change in the metric is detected, then all relevant metric 

data before, during and after the change is automatically transferred. This is possible because 

metrics are cached locally and analysed using the Tukey Method before the window of 

gathered metrics are discarded. The Tukey method was selected because it constructs a lower 

threshold and an upper threshold, where the thresholds are used to flag data as anomalous. 

The Tukey method does not make any distributional assumptions about the data. 

Thanks to the flexibility of the snap architecture, the Anomaly Detection Processor Plugin can 

be configured to process the data coming from any collector plugin. Experiments have 

demonstrated a 16-fold decrease in the volume of telemetry being transmitted without 

affecting the statistical richness of the information being published. 

The location of the plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack is highlighted in yellow in the 

following figure. Complete details of the plugin can be seen in GitHub at 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-processor-anomalydetection. 

 

Figure 14: Anomaly Detection processor plugin within the MIKELANGELO stack 

3.1.5 Integration and Testing 

During Year 2 snap has been successfully deployed to monitor the OpenStack-based Cloud 

testbed hosted by GWDG, the Torque-based HPC testbed hosted by USTUTT, and the 

OpenFOAM testing environment hosted by XLAB. Grafana has been successfully used to 

produce relevant monitoring dashboards as illustrated in Figure 15. 

https://github.com/intelsdi-x/snap-plugin-processor-anomalydetection
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Figure 15: Snap capturing OSv metrics via InfluxDB 

Snap was also successfully integrated with ScyllaDB [31], a rewrite of Apache Cassandra that 

leverages the SeaStar libraries [32] being enhanced by MIKELANGELO. It uses a shared-

nothing philosophy to deliver 1,000,000 transactions per second per node, almost 10 times 

the performance of Cassandra. At NETFUTURES 2016 [33] INTEL demonstrated that users of 

snap can adopt ScyllaDB as their backend if they want to leverage this performance and 

scalability. On a testbed instrumented by snap, metrics were fed via the KairosDB publisher 

plugin [34] to ScyllaDB as the backend, and a Grafana dashboard was layered on top. 

Intel have also deployed snap on their own infrastructure for testing and validation purposes. 

In one deployment (see Figure 16) they were able to successfully demonstrate snap capturing 

utilisation data from all CPUs in a 500 node cluster running monte-carlo simulations. 
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Figure 16: Snap capturing CPU utilisation from a 500 node cluster 

To exercise the anomaly detection plugin developed by MIKELANGELO, a network-heavy  

experiment with 400 containers running grpc servers was constructed. When monitoring data 

was routed into an anomaly detection plugin the monitoring traffic over the network (and 

associated storage and processing overhead) was reduced by a factor of 16 without losing 

any monitoring information of statistical importance. 

For a more comprehensive evaluation of the instrumentation and monitoring stack as of 

Month 18 in the project please see section 2.6 of Deliverable D6.1 First Report on the 

Architecture and Implementation Evaluation [35]. 

3.1.6 Plans 

At the time of writing there are two plugins in active development: a Spark Collector Plugin 

and a CloudSuite Data Caching Collector Plugin. These will be completed shortly. 

Future plans for  instrumentation and monitoring functionality include: 

● Developing an OpenVSwitch Collector Plugin 

● Developing a CloudSuite Web Servicing Collector Plugin 

● Developing an OpenStack Ceilometer Publisher Plugin 

The latter plugin will facilitate those deployments that already use OpenStack Ceilometer to 

monitor their infrastructure. This plugin will allow any relevant data captured by snap plugins 

to be pushed to the Ceilometer monitoring system. 
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Additionally, some enhancements to the anomaly detection plugin are being explored to see 

if they can automatically reduce the overhead even further when metrics are in a steady state. 

The final area of particular interest for monitoring in year three of the project involves 

configuring an entire pipeline from experiment configuration through execution through 

automated data analysis. This will largely be pursued in work package 6, but some new 

requirements for the instrumentation and monitoring system may emerge from this work. 

3.2 Package Management 

MIKELANGELO package management (MPM) is one of the main contributions of work 

package WP4. The advances in the tools MIKELANGELO is contributing to are presented in 

detail in report D4.5 [27]. Specific section on cloud integration has already been presented in 

the aforementioned report. This section therefore presents MPM from the perspective of 

integration, independent of the target infrastructure.  

Initial work on enhancing package management workflow focused on improving the Capstan 

tool. These enhancements have significantly simplified package management and 

composition of unikernel images from pre-built packages for end users. However, all 

functionalities are still provided via command line interface (CLI). Albeit being fully 

documented, such an interface is cumbersome and error prone for the integration. It is 

cumbersome because the software integrating other tools via CLI has to create new 

processes (subprocess) whenever certain functionalities of these tools are required. On the 

other hand, handling the results of such integration requires inspecting the console output of 

the subprocess and exit codes which may result in erroneous interpretation. This approach to 

integration has been employed in the initial implementation of the Aerodynamic Maps use 

case serving solely for the proof of concept [65]. 

Previous reports on the implementation and design (e.g. Deliverable D2.20, The intermediate 

MIKELANGELO architecture [36]) have already presented the mandatory requirement for 

exposing package management capabilities as a service (REST API). This has several benefits 

over the CLI approach. First, it decouples the components. Deployment of loosely coupled 

services is significantly more flexible. Services can be deployed on a single host or distributed 

across multiple. They can be deployed on physical nodes, virtual machines or even in 

containers. Second, it simplifies management of fault-tolerance and high-availability. Services 

that are over provisioned can easily be scaled out to deal with the workload. Lastly, the 

interface established between the services is using standardised, well-known communication 

channels (e.g. HTTP) and can consequently be used by any programming language and 

environment. 
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3.2.1 Architecture 

Figure 17 depicts the initial design of the MIKELANGELO Package Management that focused 

on the management of packages and composition of the virtual appliances (virtual machines 

consisting of only the application and its dependencies). Package builder component is 

responsible for creating packages suitable for the composition of virtual machine images 

(carried out by the Image Composer component). Package repository provides a simple 

repository driver and an implementation for the local MIKELANGELO repository and 

OpenStack image service (Glance [37]). Monolithic approach is used currently, i.e. no REST 

API has been introduced at this point. The component is nevertheless kept in the architecture 

diagram as this option is still being investigated periodically, depending on the priorities of 

other functionalities. 

 

Figure 17: Initial architecture of the MIKELANGELO Package Management. Components marked with green color 

represent the main development focus. 

The implementation of these components has allowed for simpler composition of virtual 

machine images as well as publication of these images to OpenStack testbeds (the one 

provided by GWDG as well as the internal testbed of XLAB). However, this offers little benefits 

to application users interested solely in deploying OSv-based virtual machines, provided by 

third-parties. The user still needs to install the tool (Capstan) along with its dependencies in 

her own environment, pull application packages from the central repository and compose 

images manually. 

Figure 18 therefore extends the previous architecture by adding explicit links to the various 

OpenStack services. Besides image (Glance) and compute (Nova [38]) services, orchestration 

engine (Heat [39]) and application catalog service (Murano [40]) are being considered. 
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Figure 18: Integration of MIKELANGELO Package Management with the application catalog. 

Orchestration engine facilitates deployment and management of the entire lifecycle of 

applications in OpenStack. Applications are described in terms of parameterised 

orchestration templates specifying individual services and their relationships (for example, 

master node vs. worker nodes relation). No specific integration is required specifically for 

orchestration. However, several additions have been made to cloud-init module of OSv 

allowing broader range of contextualisation options (for example, setting machine names, 

their IPs, specifying applications to be executed upon boot, etc). 

Several orchestration templates have been provided for the Aerodynamics use case 

(OpenFOAM). No issues were detected so far asserting that OSv-based applications built with 

MPM are suitable for larger scale deployment. 

Orchestration templates already bring applications closer to the users as users can easily 

download them and use them in their own public/private cloud. However, discovery of these 

templates is still particularly difficult. OpenStack Murano is an attempt to resolve this and 

some other caveats of orchestration. It is a central application catalog that facilitates 

discovery, review, configuration and deployment of applications. Deployment of applications 

is still done via Heat orchestration engine, but it is now managed centrally. 

The most crucial barrier for not being able to introduce this integration so far has been the 

requirement of the Murano engine to have a Murano agent [41] running within deployed 

instances. OSv does not support execution of such an agent. To this end, the architecture 

diagram in Figure 18 shows the agent as something that integrates with MPM, i.e. it guides 
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the MPM to compose required OSv-based images that are then deployed in a fully 

automated manner in the cloud. 

The analysis of this integration capability  and implementation, if feasible, is planned for the 

remainder of the project. 

3.3 Continuous Experimentation 

Continuous integration in MIKELANGELO covers the whole computing stack from host kernel 

up to big data and HPC applications running in the virtual infrastructure. In  addition, the 

continuous integration system covers support for an experimental workflow for infrastructure 

research. The breadth of possibilities covered by the continuous integration system leads us 

to call our newly defined concept: continuous experimentation.  

Similar to continuous integration, continuous experimentation uses a workflow that 

resembles software development for infrastructure experiments. We call our platform for 

continuous experimentation Scotty. The commonly high overhead incurred by running 

infrastructure experiments motivates the development of Scotty and the concepts behind 

continuous experimentation. Continuous experimentation tackles the infrastructure research 

cycle. Our approach combines various concepts and open source components that have 

proved invaluable in large, enterprise-grade projects, such as OpenStack Zuul [42].  

In the subsequent sections we first motivate our need for concepts that go beyond classical 

continuous integration. Then we present the infrastructure research cycle and how to 

optimize it. Based on these considerations we present Scotty, our implementation of 

continuous experimentation. Finally, we conclude with a brief evaluation of Scotty and an 

outlook for year 3.  

3.3.1 Motivation for Continuous Experimentation 

With the development of Scotty we aim to speed-up the research of new components and 

algorithms for computing infrastructures. Our motivations can be summarized by the need 

for less costly evaluation of research, the complexity of experimental setups, and existence of 

common, exploitable patterns in the research processes. 

In general, research requires, often costly, experiments that validate theoretical results. In the 

context of MIKELANGELO this means that we need to test new approaches in a fully fledged 

data center infrastructure, which is a complex structure. Performing realistic experiments thus 

requires access to a large set of resources and a lot of effort to configure the infrastructure. 

Even then the experimental infrastructure will reflect only one possible instantiation. For 

example, the infrastructure might run OpenStack with KVM. Bringing in Kubernetes [43] with 

LXD [44] would require considerable re-working. Even worse, once researchers perform 
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experiments others cannot reproduce those experiments without significant effort. Thus, 

published results need to be taken at face value, as reproducing those results incurs 

prohibitively high costs. 

A large part of the complexity of today’s infrastructures comes from the many alternative 

configurations and from many levels of indirection. For example, there are many different 

hardware components with varying characteristics. The pervasive use of virtualization in 

nearly all computing, networking, and storage technologies introduces additional levels of 

indirection. As an example, nowadays, full virtualization co-exists with container-based 

virtualization and bare-metal deployments. Architecturally, there are different infrastructures, 

such as HPC and cloud infrastructures to cover. In MIKELANGELO these problems stand out 

since we operate on the whole computing stack from host kernel up to the application layer. 

Thus, we have devised concepts and an implementation to minimize the burden of dealing 

with different infrastructure configurations for infrastructure researchers.  

Typically, infrastructure projects share a common thread for research evaluation. To validate 

Scotty’s functionality, we devise four real-world use cases. These use cases do not directly 

relate to MIKELANGELO’s use cases, but serve as motivators and validators for Scotty. First, 

we want to validate the software components developed in MIKELANGELO. This validation 

needs to happen in an integrated scenario. Since experimenters change components in 

various parts of the computing stack, we require a flexible system that can shape the 

infrastructure as needed. Second, we want to research and validate cross-layer optimization 

mechanisms for the MIKELANGELO stack. Third, we want to allow data collection and 

algorithm validation for the Horizon 2020 project Nephele [45], as part of our collaboration 

efforts. Fourth, we want to cooperate in a similar way with the German BMBF project 

SENDATE [46], which also carries the EU Celtic Plus label [47]. 

All of these use cases progress through the same pattern from theoretical results to data-

driven validation. As shown in Figure 19, infrastructure research consists of multiple phases. 

First, researchers derive theoretical results. These results can be mathematical proofs or 

insightful ideas. The researchers then implement the theoretical results in the development 

phase. The researchers then test the implementation with functional tests. In some cases, for 

example when using a mocked infrastructure, these tests require low effort. In the last stage, 

the researchers run experiments on the real infrastructure. Running the experiments requires 

setting up the experiments, running workloads, and then analysing the resulting data. Scotty 

supports researchers with the work marked in green in the illustration. Scotty executes 

functional tests locally, without the need for infrastructure provisioning. The researchers then 

define the experimental setup in simple text files, which Scotty then provisions. In a similar 

manner, the researchers configure the workloads. Again, Scotty deploys and executes the 

workloads based on a file-based definition. Finally, Scotty captures detailed data during the 
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execution of the experiment. The researchers can access the data via common interfaces, 

such as InfluxDB’s RESTful API [48], MongoDB’s RESTful API [49], and S3 [50].  

 

Figure 19: Phases of Infrastructural Research 

With Scotty we aim to shift infrastructure researchers from a low-productivity scenario to a 

high-productivity scenario. In the low productivity scenario researchers spend most of their 

time deploying experimental setups. Here, we assume that the researchers perform 

experiments on real infrastructure instead of using simulators. Once experiments are set up, 

there’s few leeway to modify the experimental setup without incurring significant effort for 

reworking.  

We envision Scotty to enable researchers to spend most of their time with productive and 

creative tasks, such as devising and implementing new algorithms and components, instead 

of administering test systems. Furthermore, the researchers should have access to many 

different test scenarios for their work. Experiments should leave an audit trail and be 

reproducible by the researchers themselves and the whole research community.  

With continuous experimentation and Scotty, its implementation, we strive to speed up the 

research cycle by providing swift and low-cost feedback to researchers about the 

performance of their work. We strive to do to infrastructure research what continuous 

integration did to software development and DevOps. 

3.3.2 Optimization of the Infrastructure Research Life Cycle 

With the concept of continuous experimentation we aim to optimize the infrastructure 

research life cycle. Our definition of the infrastructure life cycle contains three phases: idea 

generation, implementation,  and evaluation. The life cycle progresses through those phases 
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from to idea to implementation to evaluation. After the evaluation the cycle begins again by 

forming new ideas. We elaborate on the idea of the research cycle and its inefficiencies based 

on resource management as an example. There we identify evaluation methods that vary in 

quality of results and effort for implementation. 

As an illustration for our motivation for Scotty, we define the infrastructure research life cycle, 

as shown in Figure 20. We strive to speed up the research cycle and to provide reproducible, 

verifiable, and falsifiable experiments. Starting with idea generation, we move forward to 

implementation, and then to the evaluation. Currently, the inefficiency of the evaluation 

phase poses a major challenge in the research cycle. To obtain a good evaluation the 

researchers have to become administrators and spend weeks to prepare experiments.  

 

 

 

Figure 20: Infrastructural Research Life Cycle 

As an example, let us follow along the research cycle for resource management algorithms. 

These algorithms require experiments with certain workloads, which might need to be mixed. 

the cycle begins with idea creation. In our case, this might involve reading papers on the 

topic, analyzing existing data and other means. This process may take a couple of days to few 

weeks. The research life cycle then transitions to the implementation phase. There researchers 

will do the math and code up their approaches. Also some integration for the infrastructure 

will happen here. This may take again 1-2 weeks. Finally, the researchers have to test their 

approaches.  

We identify four different means of evaluation often found in the literature. First, some 

publications use purely theoretical results. Especially, papers performing discrete 

optimizations rely on this type of evaluation. Theoretical evaluation usually shows the bounds 

for runtimes and sometimes estimates bounds on achievable quality. However, the bounds 
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do not reveal the performance in real applications. Thus, purely theoretical results need 

evaluation in a real setting before they can be considered for production use. 

Second, many researchers use simulators to verify their algorithms. These simulators run 

conveniently on a desktop-class computer. Furthermore, any researcher can use these types 

of simulators. Unfortunately, there are no simulators that can capture the dynamics of an 

infrastructure well. Many of today’s infrastructure problems and the most interesting 

challenges arise through subtle, long-range interactions between hardware and software 

components. There are no simulators that capture these interactions with sufficient fidelity, if 

at all.  

Third, well-cited publications perform their evaluations on the limited physical infrastructure 

of custom testbeds. While some experiments run on public clouds, such as Amazon’s EC2, 

most resource management problems require access to the physical infrastructure as well. 

Thus, testbeds provide a good way to evaluate resource management algorithms. Depending 

on the goals of the algorithms, several challenges arise. The evaluation of scalable algorithms 

requires a large infrastructure. The evaluation of generic algorithms requires many different 

configurations and workloads. Additionally, preparing and modifying a testbed for new 

experiments incurs high costs. A typical testbed needs a middleware, data collection, 

workloads, and automation for repeated experiments. After performing evaluation, testbeds 

are often torn down or reconfigured for new experiments. 

Fourth, select few publications cite experiments performed in large-scale production systems. 

However, only few such installations exist and only very few researchers have access to those. 

Good examples for such publications can be found in Google’s, Microsoft’s, and Twitter’s 

portfolios. The evaluations obtained in those data centers are highly relevant. Unfortunately, 

only very few researchers have access to facilities of that scale and quality. 

So, the most relevant research results for practitioners come from infrastructure-based 

evaluations. However, running those evaluations incurs a high overhead. Furthermore, those 

experiments are hard to reproduce by other researchers. Thus, the research community 

mostly ignores the aspects of reproducibility and falsifiability.  

Reproducibility leads to comparability, verifiability, and reduced falsifiability. Thus, 

reproducibility is the missing piece to meaningful infrastructure research. To provide 

reproducibility, we need a common, open, and replicable platform. Furthermore, there has to 

be an audit trail and extensive data collection.  
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3.3.3 Design and Implementation of Continuous Experimentation 

Our design and implementation of continuous experimentation integrates proven concepts 

from the DevOps community, defines new concepts, specific to continuous integration, and 

finally results in an architecture that reuses battle-hardened DevOps software.  

Adopting Concepts from DevOps. Scotty builds on the concepts of software development 

and DevOps. As a core idea, we adopt processes that have proven to be effective for software 

development and DevOps. Central ideas here revolve around the use of multiple stages of 

verification. In the first stage, the experimenter's peers test and review code manually. The 

other stages perform verification automatically. The first stage provides a simple and quick 

verification before Scotty runs full-blown tests. The final stage provisions the required 

infrastructure and runs complex tests. Large parts of the required components can be reused 

from well-established projects. Continuous experimentation extends continuous integration 

in three major areas. First, DevOps concepts have to be used to adapt the infrastructure 

quickly for a wide variety of scenarios. Second, a workflow suitable to researchers needs to be 

adopted. Third, researchers require extensive data collection and easy access to this data. 

Infrastructure automation for Scotty uses the most advanced features found in the DevOps 

community. In principle, Scotty can modify resources in the computing stack at any software 

layer. Hosts can be customized, virtual infrastructures with VMs and containers can be set up, 

virtual clusters can be rolled out with custom software. In addition, similar to apps on mobile 

platforms, some of the components to be rolled out for tests can be contributed by 

researchers themselves. For example, MIKELANGELO’s live scheduler runs as a Scotty 

component in experiments. The workflow for researchers requires a simple way to define and 

run experiments. The system we describe features a large inherent complexity. Thus, 

developing an intuitive user interface should have a high priority. Currently, Scotty relies on 

the manipulation of simple YAML-based configuration files, the use of git, and Gerrit code 

reviews. We expect future features to include a web-based user interface that will cover most 

user needs, without having to use command-line tools. Data management for researchers 

requires the collection, storage, and access for researchers. Again all of this should come out 

of the box and should be extendible.  

New Concepts for Continuous Experimentation. Central concepts developed for 

continuous experimentation are experiments, workload generators, and components. These 

concepts provide a simple abstraction for researchers. These concepts are shown in Figure 

21. 
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Figure 21: Concepts of Continuous Experimentation 

Experiments describe an experimental setup of workload generators and components. The 

experimental setup can be configured by the researcher. Configuration parameters include 

the quantity of workloads, cluster size, infrastructure size, distribution of workloads, and 

component customization. The experiment further has a testing script to check the validity. 

The script is called check.sh. Scotty calls three generic routines on each experiment. Scotty 

calls “experiment prepare” to set up the experiment. This calls experiment split to pass on the 

constituent parts of the experiment.yaml for further processing. Then it calls workload-

checkout to clone the workload-generator repo, which Scotty requires to run the workload 

generator. “Experiment run” executes the run scripts for each of the workload generators. 

“Experiment result” collects results and returns the gist to the user.  
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Workload generators often wrap and control benchmarks that produce load on a custom 

cluster. Currently, those clusters are virtual clusters. Benchmarks already available are the 

Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark [82], two CloudSuite benchmarks [62], and HiBench [61]. 

Scotty’s developers and further contributors implement and provision workload generators 

upfront. Currently, we are working to provide multiple workload generators that can be 

reused in any experiment: YCSB with MongoDB, CloudSuite web serving, CloudSuite data 

caching, and HiBench on CDH. 

Components are custom pieces of software, developed by researchers. In MIKELANGELO 

these might refer to a custom host kernel, a custom OSv image, and our live scheduler. For 

example, the configuration of the live scheduler as experimental component, includes the use 

of a new resource management algorithm. By combining these concepts a researcher can 

develop a new scheduling algorithm, define a custom set of workloads, and run an 

experiment to evaluate the performance. The results will then be provided via database 

endpoints and in web UIs. For the next iteration the researcher can choose to modify the 

infrastructure significantly, by only modifying the experiment configuration file.  

Architectural overview. Scotty’s core architecture builds on the proven open source 

components Gerrit [51], Zuul [52], Nodepool [53], and Jenkins [54]. Further components used 

in our setup are MongoDB [7], InfluxDB [55], Grafana [56], Ceph [57], Logstash [58], and 

OpenStack [22]. While the former components build Scotty’s backbone, the latter can be 

swapped out more easily and they even can be left-out depending on the experimental 

scenarios. The whole architecture is shown in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Architecture of Scotty 

Gerrit is a git-repository and a code-review system. All experiments in Scotty have their own 

project in Gerrit. The project’s repository needs to follow a prescribed structure. Most 

important in this structure is the definition of the experiment in the experiment yaml file. 

Researchers make changes to the definition of an experiment definition in a local clone of the 

main repository. The researcher then pushes the changes to Gerrit, which propagates the 

information about the change to Zuul. 

Zuul is a gating system for complex test scenarios, maintained by the OpenStack project. 

OpenStack uses Zuul to test OpenStack commits in a huge number of sub-projects by a 

multitude of developers. Zuul receives changes to repositories from Gerrit, it identifies 

dependencies of those changes on other changes, then prepares testing resources via 

Nodepool, schedules tests for execution, and triggers execution in Jenkins. 
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Nodepool manages resources for Zuul and Jenkins. When Zuul requires a set of resources for 

a test it notifies Nodepool. Nodepool can allocate a very flexible set of resources for tests. A 

simple resource may be a VM with a special component installed. A more complex type of 

resource may be a virtual big data cluster that needs to be rolled out on demand. Another 

type of resource may be a custom configuration of bare-metal resources. Nodepool in turn 

interfaces with a multitude of resource management systems to provision those resources. 

These management systems include OpenStack for VMs and lxc containers, and OpenStack 

Ironic for bare-metal resources. 

Jenkins is a testing framework for continuous integration, which we use to execute tests. 

Although Jenkins covers a breadth of use cases, to meet the specific cloud scheduling needs 

of MIKELANGELO we need to extend it with Zuul and Nodepool. Zuul keeps track of related 

changes and provides a multi-level scheduler, while Nodepool provisions resources where 

the Jenkin’s jobs can be executed. After execution, Jenkins collects the results of jobs and 

then passes them on to Gerrit, where the user can review them.  

MongoDB serves as data store for metadata for experiments. Metadata includes data that 

captures how to reproduce experiments. Furthermore, metadata includes summary results, 

such as aggregated metrics. InfluxDB serves as data store for time series. Although not 

explicitly mentioned in Figure 22, we also deploy Grafana, which interfaces with InfluxDB. 

Grafana visualizes the data collected in InfluxDB, so that researchers can immediately review 

results, without the need to pull the data, process it, and plot it themselves. In our setup Ceph 

serves as S3 data store. In principle, any S3-compatible data store can be used. The S3-based 

store stores large object-based files needed by experiments and produced by experiments. 

Finally, logstash collects logs created by all the components involved in an experiment. This 

includes hosts, VMs, containers, and applications.  

OpenStack provides the backbone for infrastructure management in our setup. OpenStack 

helps to provision resources via Nodepool, based on VMs and bare-metal. We use OpenStack 

Nova to provision VMs and in more involved scenarios that require a virtual cluster we use 

OpenStack Heat for orchestration. for bare-metal provisioning we use OpenStack Ironic, and 

for container-based resources OpenStack Quantum. In addition, Scotty also integrates with 

the HRLS HPC testbed for HPC-based workloads.  

3.3.4 Evaluation and Future Work 

We have implemented the basic workflows, such as experiment and workload management, 

in Scotty in year 2. Future work will evaluate the approach with measurements, extend 

Scotty’s feature set, provide a convenient GUI, and provide more workloads for evaluation. 
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We have provisioned and tested for function most parts of the CI. We have run experiments 

that call the YCSB workload generator [59] to verify Scotty. Furthermore, we have run a 

second experiment, using USTUTT’s HPC Torque-based [23] infrastructure. These experiments 

have shown that our approach functions well and even transparently integrates HPC and 

cloud backends. Now that we have implemented the first experiments, we will focus on 

integrating more workloads and components. These will offer a breadth of new insights and 

data for future evaluation. 

Although the basic system works it lacks data collection, nodepool-based resource 

management, and a sufficient wealth of workload generators. These features will be required 

for Scotty to make sense for research work and to accelerate the research cycle significantly.  

Data collection works already for snap-based collectors on the hosts. Snap then stores the 

data in an InfluxDB instance and can be accessed via Grafana. In year 3 we will extend time 

series collection by including snap collectors by default in our VM images and application 

deployments. Furthermore, collection of metadata with MongoDB and logs with logstash 

needs to be set up.  

Currently, VMs and clusters of VMs can be set up with Scotty. In year 3 we will tackle bare-

metal resources and containers as resources. Furthermore, we foresee that provisioning 

clusters on-demand will require a lot of resources. Thus, in year 3 we will first implement 

functional workflows that will provision resources for each experiment as required. Then, we 

will re-analyze the process and work on resolving bottlenecks to speed up the preparation of 

experiments. 

To allow for a wealth of workloads to be tested on the infrastructure, we will integrate more 

benchmarks with Scotty in year 3. Currently, we are working on the integration of CloudSuite 

web serving [60], CloudSuite data caching [11], and HiBench [61]. In year 3 we will extend this 

work to all CloudSuite benchmarks [62], and to the real-world workloads from the big data 

use case in work package 6.  
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4 Cloud Integration 

In year 2 we have focused our effort on cloud integration on the cloud testbed and the 

development of the MIKELANGELO Cloud Manager (MCM), a live scheduler for OpenStack. 

We have extended the testbed with new software and hardware components as described 

below. We have developed MCM from scratch and now are integrating MCM with Scotty. 

4.1 Testbed 

We have improved the testbed by providing packaging scripts, by integrating new 

components, and by extending the infrastructure. The goal for the cloud testbed in year 2 

was to provide a simpler adoption of our work and allowing to perform more extensive tests 

for cloud-related workloads.  

Packaging has been improved by extending the OpenStack puppet scripts. Specifically, we 

have used an integration layer to allow for more abstraction and allow easier embedding of 

new components. As an example, we have developed puppet scripts for snap that are 

integrated with the cloud deployment scripts. These allow the automated roll-out of 

OpenStack with snap directly integrated. Additionally, we have upgraded our provisioning 

scripts and infrastructure from Puppet 3 to Puppet 4. The scripts are already being exploited 

internally by GWDG to automate cloud provisioning.  

The cloud testbed has been extended with snap, MPM, InfluxDB, Grafana, OpenStack Heat 

[39], and Apache Sahara [63]. These components have been provisioned and integrated. 

Partially these components can now even be provisioned with automation scripts. Snap is 

rolled out to verify its functionality and to spot missing features. MPM is rolled out to allow 

testing of dynamic composition of OSv unikernels as part of the OpenStack-based cloud. 

InfluxDB and Grafana have been rolled out as backends for snap and to allow data analysis 

for Scotty-based experiments. OpenStack has been rolled out to allow for the automation of 

experiments with Scotty and provisioning of big data clusters with Shara, which builds on 

OpenStack Heat. 

As part of the infrastructure extension in year 2 the cloud testbed grew from 3 nodes to 6 

nodes. Here we have purchased and installed the same type of nodes as already available to 

allow tests in a homogeneous cluster. Each node provides 16 hardware threads, 128GB of 

memory, and dual-channel 10GBit/s NICs. Further extensions are planned for year 3. 

Future work on the cloud testbed will revolve around the extension of the hardware 

infrastructure and the integration of more MIKELANGELO components.  
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We have already begun to extend the testbed from currently 6 nodes to 13 nodes. Three of 

the seven new nodes will be the same as the already available six nodes. Four additional 

nodes will be brought in by taking over machines from GWDG’s VM ESX production cluster. 

These machines have each two NUMA sockets with 32 hardware threads per processor and 

64GB of memory.  

We will upgrade the software infrastructure to the newest version of OpenStack and we will 

integrate more snap collectors, an updated revision of IOcm, ZeCoRX, and vRDMA for intra-

host communication via IVSHMEM.  

4.2 MCM: An OpenStack Live Scheduler 

MCM is a standalone service, which enables live-scheduling of VMs in OpenStack. Live-

scheduling in this context means the automated monitoring and subsequent live-migration 

and resizing of VMs to reach certain objectives. Objectives include examples such as load 

balancing and server consolidation. We are integrating MCM into the GWDG OpenStack 

Testbed. We plan to offer a programming environment in which researchers have quick and 

easy access to metrics and actions from both OpenStack and Snap. We aim to enable 

researchers to quickly iterate and evaluate new scheduling algorithms. 

During the development of MCM a component called Watcher [64] appeared on the list of 

official OpenStack Projects. Watcher enables the development and execution of live-

scheduling algorithms for OpenStack. However, there are two obstacles to use Watcher for 

algorithm research. First, Watcher requires a recent OpenStack environment. Second, 

Watcher has a sophisticated architecture, which poses a significant entry-barrier for 

researchers. The requirement for the most recent version of Openstack poses a problem since 

keeping OpenStack up-to-date all the time requires significant effort. OpenStack is only 

beginning to establish stable migration patterns. Watcher’s involved architecture contradicts 

our goals to enable researchers to develop and evaluate new algorithms quickly. Watcher 

rather aims at production use on a large scale.  

Like OpenStack, MCM is written in Python. It is designed to work with Snap and Nova. 

Although, due to the modular approach, support for other components can be added later 

on. Nova is the component of OpenStack responsible for compute services. 

On the lowest layer MCM wraps around the Python programming-APIs for InfluxDB and 

Nova, which, in turn, wrap around the respective HTTP API. It simplifies, abstracts and partly 

enhances those APIs. This is done to accelerate development of new algorithms: Researchers 

get a flat, unified and easy-to-learn interface for both cluster control and metric retrieval. This 

is achieved through self-explanatory function and argument names, and in-code 

documentation. It also decouples the actual scheduling code from the metric-and-control-
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code, making the former more portable. Additionally, this rather loose coupling results in an 

easy deployment, as only a Python interpreter and network access to InfluxDB and Nova is 

necessary to run MCM. There is also some work done on basic code generation for highly 

structured code, like for example metric retrieval from Snap: Snap supports easily adding and 

removing metrics from being collected. A code generation component could accommodate 

this by dynamically adding and removing parts of the MCM API without adding much 

complexity. 

On the middle layer this information is synthesized. All functions which collect, interpret or 

simulate aspects about the cluster state live here, as long as they are not tightly coupled to a 

certain scheduling-algorithm. Initially this will include functions to get comprehensive metric 

aggregations and basic estimations about how actions will influence the cluster state. Later 

on this layer could also include more sophisticated components like machine-learning-based 

forecasting, cluster state scoring, or network topology awareness. 

On the top layer are the implementations of the actual scheduling algorithms. These are also 

written in Python and just need to implement a schedule() function to qualify as a runnable 

Scheduler for MCM. They have access to all the functions exposed by the lower and middle 

layer. Currently the scheduler modules are dynamically loaded from the MCM code-base by 

Python using a simple config option. Later on this could be enhanced by adding other 

interfaces to control MCM or even add code on-the-fly. 

This architecture is realized via native Python inheritance instead of a plugin-based structure. 

The latter has slightly less repetition and is cleaner  when it comes to code-reusage and – at 

least in theory – abstracts more of the inner working of the software. However, the 

inheritance-approach is more flexible, simpler to enhance and a better fit for changing 

environments and requirements. Additionally, inheritance based code inspection and 

completion is usually supported out-of-the-box in Python IDEs which also makes 

development and usage easier and quicker. 
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Figure 23: MIKELANGELO Cloud Manager 

The initial evaluation of MCM is planned to comprise the following actions: 

 Implementation of some example algorithms for live-scheduling: 

o a simple load balancer based on hotspot detection 

o a more sophisticated load balancer using a vector based heuristic (for example 

the approach by Mishra, Sahoo3) 

o an interference detection based scheduler using CPU performance counters 

(for example CPIˆ24 ) 
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 Integration into the GWDG OpenStack Testbed environment, including continuous 

integration and configuration management. 

o Benchmarking and comparison of the example algorithms using YCSB, a 

database benchmark. 

o This will use the existing infrastructure for benchmarks, or experiments, in the 

Testbed. 
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5 HPC Integration 

In year one of the project the initial requirements for the HPC integration have been captured 

and a first simple architecture design has been implemented as a proof of concept prototype. 

That prototype has been demonstrated at the first review in February 2016, and the details of 

this early stage are described in deliverable D2.19 [66]. 

This document covers the latest progress and the evolved architecture, as described in 

deliverable D2.20 [36]. Further, the state of component integration and an overview about 

the continuous integration for HPC are also presented, together with the latest changes of 

the testbed and code management infrastructure. 

5.1 Requirements for HPC Virtualization 

The following lists presents some of the requirements related to the development of vTorque 

and its integration with other components. These requirements have been derived from 

various usage scenarios identified during the first two years of the project. 

Requirements List 

● R5.PBS.001: a switch for Infiniband mode for vRDMA 

Users must be able to enable and disable vRDMA Infiniband mode for their jobs 

● R5.PBS.002: a switch for RoCE mode for vRDMA 

Users must be able to enable and disable vRDMA RoCE mode for their jobs 

● R5.PBS.003: enable cloud images for PBS 

The system must be able to execute cloud images, in order to be able to run 

applications packages as such 

● R5.PBS.004: unified contextualisation via CloudInit 

The contextualization of virtual guests is desired to be identical to the cloud 

approach, in order to be compatible with clouds. 

● R5.PBS.005: a switch to enable SCAM support 

If SCAM is being integrated, provide a switch to users to dis/enable it 

● R5.PBS.006: list all available image files 

 Users must be able to list images available for job submission. 

● R5.PBS.007: select image to use for jobs 

Users must be able to select the image for their job execution. 

● R5.PBS.008: select job script 
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Users must be able to submit job scripts 

● R5.PBS.009: select virtual resources for execution 

Users must be able to select virtual resources for their jobs. 

● R5.PBS.010: select hypervisor 

Users must be able to select the hypervisor for their virtual guests. 

● R5.PBS.011: per VM resource definitions 

Users should be able to define virtual resource requests on a per VM basis, like 

Torque offers it for non-virtualized resources. 

● R5.PBS.012: checkpoint+restart for virtualized jobs 

The system should be able to checkpoint+restart virtualized jobs. 

● R5.PBS.013: node health monitoring 

The system should be able to monitor the node health states. 

● R5.PBS.014: spare node management 

The system should be able to handle global spare nodes that replace degrading 

nodes in order to keep jobs running that would crash due to the outage of a node.. 

● R5.PBS.015: job exclusive, virtualized and isolated networking 

The system should provide users with an exclusive, isolated virtual network, in order 

to enable live migration of running guests without any impact to the job’s life cycle. 

● R5.PBS.016: live migration of virtual guests 

The system should be able to migrate running instances to other nodes transparently 

for the job. 

● R5.PBS.017: support for user provided metadata 

The system should enable users to customize images by the help of user provided 

metadata, the cloud-init targets supported are defined by a whitelist. 

● R5.PBS.018: prevent users from setting any uid and access other users confidential 

data stored on a NFS 

Users must not be able to set their uid, otherwise they can access other user’s 

confidential data 

● R5.PBS.019: prevent users from booting any images manually 

Users must not be able to boot custom images, otherwise they may become root in 

the cluster and access other user’s confidential data 
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5.2 Virtualised HPC Software-Stack 

In year two of the project, the HPC integration of the various components developed within 

MIKELANGELO have evolved towards a more sophisticated design covering a wider 

functionality. The HPC part of the MIKELANGELO software stack is now referred to as vTorque 

(virtualization-enabled Torque). vTorque can be briefly summarized as a non-intrusive 

virtualization layer to be placed on top of an existing Torque installation, almost independent 

of the actual Torque version. 

The following subsections introduce the extended architecture and new functionality, besides 

describing the current state of MIKELANGELO components integrated into the HPC software 

stack. 

The initial proof-of-concept architecture demonstrated at the first review, has been expanded 

and improved during the reporting period. Besides a lot of new functionality and 

configuration options, the integration of various MIKELANGELO components took place. 

Further, the initial design for the OSv integration has progressed and has been revised in a 

few iterations during the whole reporting period. Some new requirements for OSv arose, as 

well as some minor changes required for OSv in the vTorque code have been identified. 

While this document covers the actual state of the HPC integration, the evolved architecture 

it is based on and that has been implemented during year 2, is described in the architecture 

deliverable D2.20 [36]. For any details concerning the design and workflows of vTorque, 

please refer to that document. 

5.2.1 Configuration Options for Cluster Administrators 

A lot of new configuration options for cluster owners have been implemented. Some of them 

allow to define what functionality is available to and can be controlled by users, e.g. if vRDMA 

can be requested. Additionally there are now default parameters, to be set by the cluster 

administrators. These defaults are utilized in case users do not provide it at job submission 

time, due to a lack of knowledge or otherwise, like for example the vRDMA functionality. All 

configuration options are described in the following tables. 

Parameters listed in the table below can be found in the configuration file 

‘src/common/config.sh’. 

Table 2: vTorque configuration options 

Parameter Expected Values Description 

DISABLE_MIKELANGELO_HPCSTACK true|0|false|1 Disable/enable vTorque job 
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Parameter Expected Values Description 

submission. 

DISABLED_HOSTS_LIST regular 

expression 
Hostnames that cannot use 

vTorque functionality, but Torque 

only. 

PARALLEL true|0|false|1 Execute guest boot processes on 

the remote nodes asynchronously 

or sequentially. 

ALLOW_USER_IMAGES true|0|false|1 Indicates whether users are 

allowed to submit images with 

their job that are not stored in dir 

‘IMAGE_POOL’ 

IMAGE_POOL <abs. dir 

path> 
Image pool dir for 

(authorized/verified) images. 

HOST_OS_CORE_COUNT 0..<max avail> Count of cores dedicated to the 

host OS. 

HOST_OS_RAM_MB 0..<max avail> Amount of RAM in MB dedicated 

to the host OS. 

MAX_VMS_PER_NODE 1..<max> Maximum count of VMs per node 

that cannot be exceeded. 

STATIC_IP_MAPPING true|0|false|1 Use a static mapping of MAC 

addresses to IP addresses, 

instead of a DHCP server. 

Requires implementation of a 

custom mapping function. 

TIMEOUT 0..<max> Timeout in seconds for remote 

processes to complete booting or 

destruction of  VMs. Must be 

lower than pbs_mom’s timeout for 

pro/epilogue. 

SERVER_HOSTNAME regular 

expression 
Regular expression matching the 

frontend Hostnames. Used to 

determine the path of PBS qsub. 

REAL_QSUB_ON_SERVER <abs. dir 

path> 
Absolute path to PBS qsub 

command on the frontend. 
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Parameter Expected Values Description 

REAL_QSUB_ON_NODES <abs. dir 

path> 
Absolute path to PBS qsub 

command on the compute nodes 

IOCM_ENABLED true|0|false|1 Dis/enable IOCM. 

IOCM_MIN_CORES 0..<max avail> Min number of cpus that are 

reserved for IOCM. 

IOCM_MAX_CORES 1..<max avail> Max number of cpus that are 

reserved for IOCM. 

VRDMA_ENABLED true|0|false|1 Dis/enable vRDMA. 

VRDMA_NODES regular 

expression 
Hostnames with vRDMA capable 

hardware. 

SNAP_MONITORING_ENABLED true|0|false|1 Dis/enable tagging of jobs. 

 

5.2.2 Default Options for Cluster Administrators 

There are now default options available to cluster administrators, enabling them to define 

defaults for their HPC environment that match the needs of most users. Users are still allowed 

to override these settings by providing the corresponding options via the command line at 

submission time. 

The default options are described in the following table. They can be found in the 

configuration file ‘src/common/config.sh’ 

Table 3: Default vTorque configuration options 

Option Expected value(s) Description 

FILESYSTEM_TYPE_DEFAULT Shared file system 

‘FILESYSTEM_TYPE_SFS’  

and RAM disk 

‘FILESYSTEM_TYPE_RD’ 

are accepted. 

Controls where the image is 

copied to for execution. Either 

to a local RAM disk or to the 

shared file-system. 

IMG_DEFAULT *.img|*.qcow2 Default image for virtual guests. 

DISTRO_DEFAULT debian|ubuntu|redhat

|centos|fedora|osv 
Distro of the guest’s image, 

depends on the default image. 
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Option Expected value(s) Description 

ARCH_DEFAULT X86_64|x86_i386|arm Architecture of the default 

image. Usually ‘x86_64’ 

VCPU_PINNING_DEFAULT true|0|false|1 Pin virtual cpus, recommended 

to be enabled. 

VCPUS_DEFAULT 0..<max cores avail> Default amount of virtual CPUs 

per guest. 

RAM_DEFAULT 1..<max avail per 

VM> 
Default amount of RAM in MB 

dedicated to each virtual guest. 

VMS_PER_NODE_DEFAULT 1..<max possible> Recommended value is ‘1’. 

Must be greater or equal to 1. 

DISK_DEFAULT *.img|*.qcow2 Optional persistent user disk, 

mounted in the first VM. 

HYPERVISOR_DEFAULT kvm|skvm Default hypervisor for guests. 

Note: IOcm requires sKVM. 

VRDMA_ENABLED_DEFAULT true|0|false|1 Will be ignored if config option 

VRDMA_ENABLED is set to false. 

IOCM_ENABLED_DEFAULT true|0|false|1 Will be ignored if config option 

IOCM_ENABLED is set to false. 

IOCM_MIN_CORES_DEFAULT 1..<max avail> Recommended value is ‘1’. 

Must be greater or equals 1. 

IOCM_MAX_CORES_DEFAULT 1..<max avail> Must be greater or equals 

IOCM_MIN_CORES_DEFAULT. 

 

5.2.3 Command Line options for vTorque’s qsub wrapper 

The updated implementation of vTorque comes with several changes in the qsub command 

line, too. The qsub tool is part of Torque typically used by the users requesting the resources 

of the HPC cluster. The extensions for vTorque add several configuration options the user can 

control. If these are not provided by the user at submission time the default settings, 

configured by the cluster administrators, come into place.  

All these command line options, related to the virtualized execution of batch jobs, are 

prefixed by ‘-vm’ followed by a comma separated list of options. There are only two 
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exceptions, the parameter ‘-gf’ that prevents the actual submission, but generates all 

wrapper scripts for manual execution, very beneficial for debugging vTorque, and the 

parameter ‘-list’ that lists all images available in the global image pool dir..  

Standard Torque’s qsub command line looks like this: 

qsub <standard_pbs_parameters> <job script> 

e.g. qsub -l nodes=4 myJob.sh 

while the extended command line for vTorque’s qsub offers additional parameters for 

virtualization: 

qsub [-list] [-gf] -vm [vm parameters] <standard_pbs_parameters> <job 

script> 

Parameters for virtual guests (the [vm parameters]) are a list of comma separated 

“key=value” pairs. The table below lists all command line options available for vTorque’s qsub 

wrapper. The new and updated ones are marked with n (new) or u (updated) as such in the 

last column. 

Table 4: Command line options for vTorque’s qsub wrapper 

Argument Expected value(s) Short Description State 

-gf n/a Not prefixed by ‘-vm’ and not relevant 

for bare metal jobs. It causes to generate 

files, but to not submit them. Useful for 

debugging, only. 

n 

-list n/a Lists all images available in the global 
DIR_IMAGE_POOL 

n 

img *.img|*.qcow2 Image file for the virtual guest. Relative 

paths are looked up in IMAGE_POOL_DIR. 

- 

distro debian|ubuntu|re

dhat|centos|fedo

ra|osv 

Distro of the image. Can be skipped if 

the image file name contains it. 

- 

ram 0..<max avail> Amount of RAM in MB dedicated to 

each virtual guest. 

- 

vcpus 1..<max avail> Amount of cores dedicated/pinned to 

each virtual guest. 

- 

vms_per_node 1..<max> Amount of virtual guests per host. n 

disk *.img|*.qcow2 Optional persistent user disk that is n 
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Argument Expected value(s) Short Description State 

mounted to the first guest. 

arch X86_64|x86_i386|

arm 
Architecture of the guest image. - 

hypervisor kvm|skvm Hypervisor to use for the virtual guests. - 

vcpu_pinning true|0|false|1 Pin virtual cores to physical cores. u 

vm_prologue <abs. file path> Optional user prologue, executed in the 

virtual guest before the job script. 

n 

vm_epilogue <abs. file path> Optional user epilogue, executed in the 

virtual guest before the job script. 

n 

vrdma true|0|false|1 Dis/enable vRDMA. n 

iocm true|0|false|1 Dis/enable IOCM. n 

iocm_min_cores 0..<max avail> Skipped if iocm is false. n 

iocm_max_cores 1..<max avail> Skipped if iocm is false. n 

fs_type sharedfs|ramdisk Filesystem to use for copying the image 

file for execution. One copy per VM. 

n 

 

5.2.4 Integrating OSv with vTorque 

The aim of the MIKELANGELO project is to make OSv as compatible to Linux environment as 

possible. Besides ensuring that missing functionalities in standard libraries and runtimes 

support are offered, standard components used in HPC and cloud environments, such as 

cloud-init and DHCP, are targeted. From the guest operating system and application package 

management perspective, HPC environment is very similar to the cloud environment 

presented in section 4.  Virtual machine contextualisation is vital, probably even more in HPC 

than in the cloud. All workloads, even those that are initiated on a pre-built images, need to 

allow configuring the location of the input and output data, as well as the application binaries 

and libraries. 

Work on the virtual HPC environment aims to establish the overarching platform for running 

jobs in virtual machines along running them on physical nodes. The core idea begins to 

bridge the gap between the HPC and cloud worlds, paving the path towards a unified HPC-

Cloud. Physical resources are becoming merely the enabler of computation power. This 
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means that nothing, apart from the virtualisation itself, is done on the physical resource. The 

real work is being performed in virtual instances, completely separated one from the other. 

Nevertheless, the changes in the virtual batch system (vTorque) still allow users to deploy 

workloads on the physical resources to get all the performance they need in exactly the same 

way as they are used to in their existing environments. 

For  compatibility reasons Linux-based guests have been used throughout most of the design 

and development phase. This allowed for much simpler integration as well as specification of 

more concrete requirements for the OSv operating system. Knowing existing limitations of 

OSv has also contributed to the design of the extensions for the unikernel. 

Besides the extensions to OSv cloud-init [67] module, already mentioned in the cloud section 

above, the following lists the most important improvements in OSv. 

Better DHCP support. Two steps are important for vTorque in regards to DHCP [68]. When 

virtual machines are bootstrapped, they are assigned dynamic IP address from the available 

DHCP server. Because each of these virtual machines receives its dynamically build  hostname 

(e.g. first vm on node0101 is called vnode0101-1) via cloud-init, it must register that name 

with the DNS. Upon receiving the request to change the hostname, OSv will attempt to 

release the current DHCP lease and ask for a new one with a modified hostname. Both DHCP 

and DNS server need to support dynamic DNS updates in order for this process to succeed. 

Upon termination of virtual machine, Linux will release the IP that was assigned to the 

instance during boot. Contrary to this, OSv does not release the IP automatically. Because 

vTorque schedules new jobs for execution immediately after previous jobs have finished this 

can potentially lead to draining of the available IP pool. To address this, OSv has been 

extended to send the standard DHCP release packet just before the termination. The solution 

will not wait for any kind of confirmation that the packet has actually been received by the 

DHCP server. Consequently, sending the DHCP release does not prolong the termination of 

the VM. 

Attaching external shared storage. Traditional HPC workloads process data that are shared 

between all worker nodes. Shared storage is provided by services such as NFS [69] or Lustre 

[70]. Physical nodes are already configured to have access to the shared storage. On the 

contrary, virtual machines that are provisioned on demand need to be configured to 

automatically mount shared external volumes. This is again done via cloud-init configuration 

specifying the location of the remote data and the mount point. Security and privacy is of 

vital importance in this respect. NFS handles user authorisation using user ID (uid), which 

must be properly configured by the cloud-init configuration. OSv or any part thereof should 

not be able to modify this information in any way in order not to be able to access other 

user’s data. 
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To allow an equivalent process for the provisioning of OSv instances, OSv’s cloud-init module 

was enhanced with an additional configuration option. Because OSv lacks certain drivers, only 

NFS mounts are currently supported. 

Simplification of boot commands. As described in detail in Section 5 of the report D4.5 [27] 

on the guest operating system one of the enhancements to the application packaging has 

been the introduction of run command specification. This is built directly from the application 

package manifest. It allows package users to reuse the default commands without actually 

knowing the exact details. The support was added into OSv for executing these commands 

while the bootloader is initialising the system. This leads to a simpler configuration of OSv 

VMs. 

These and other smaller changes in OSv have enabled the preliminary integration of OSv into 

vTorque. Rather than having to maintain two completely different workflows for Linux and 

OSv, we made the changes to OSv to account for differences between OSv and standard 

Linux guest. The following is the list of changes to the vTorque to allow deployment, 

configuration and execution of OSv-based jobs. 

Stripping of cloud-init template. The change is trivial because most parts of the cloud-init 

config template are related to the configuration and installation of additional packages that 

are built into the OSv image as they are composed. 

NoCloud cloud-init. Instead of using shared metadata service, vTorque employs NoCloud 

cloud-init datasource [71]. When provisioning virtual machines, an additional disk image is 

attached along with the root disk image. This image is attached to the instance as an external 

CDROM device (ISO9660 filesystem [72]). The cloud-init module will recognise it and use it to 

configure the instance. 

OSv does not ship with support for ISO9660 filesystem, however it does support a simple 

NoCloud datasource from a raw data image. Therefore, vTorque was extended to create an 

raw images and a mechanism was created for attaching them to the OSv instance. 

Remote management and monitoring of instances. OSv also does not support remote 

shell access similar to SSH. To control and monitor the VMs a built-in HTTP REST service is 

available offering all of the required functionalities for the integration with vTorque. Changes 

have therefore been made to replace SSH communication between deployed instances with 

corresponding API calls. Most notable integrations include checking that OSv instances have 

been started properly and submitting remote commands to them. 

In order to allow guests to access certain files, vTorque currently uses the p9 filesystem [73]. 

This filesystem allows the host to share the filesystem with the guest. OSv also lacks the 

driver for this filesystem, so the necessary files are uploaded to OSv instances through the 
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REST API. Since these files are not large as they mainly contain additional configuration, this 

does not affect the bootstrapping period significantly. This may change in future 

implementations of vTorque and OSv integration. 

Message Passing Interface (MPI). MPI is one of the most widely used means of running and 

parallelising HPC applications. On Linux guests, MPI programs are started via SSH. To enable 

MPI for OSv in vTorque, the SSH communication has been replaced with OSv’s REST API. 

Since the same Open MPI application is being used, the actual MPI command does not 

change between Linux and OSv. 

Furthermore, in Linux guests the output MPI applications (or any other kind of applications 

ran via Torque) produce is written directly to files. Two files are produced, one storing the 

result of standard output (<jobid>.o) and the other the result of standard error (<jobid>.e). 

For OSv we modify libvirt VM domain definition file to write console output to a file, which is 

then available as one of HPC job artefacts. 

Current evaluation using the two HPC use cases (Cancellous Bones and Aerodynamic maps) 

shows that changes made to Open MPI are transparent to the end user. The same MPI 

commands to launch the workloads can be used and no changes to the application source 

code are necessary. Initial evaluation of this approach done by these two use cases is 

therefore very positive. 

There is, however, an important area of future work. HPC workloads are typically defined in so 

called job scripts. These define how the data is prepared for computation, how the 

computation is started and how the data is collected after the computation is finished. 

These job scripts are executed on the master node, appointed by the (v)Torque and can use 

any kind of scripting language supported by general purpose operating systems (e.g., BASH 

or Python) . OSv on the other hand does not support these scripting languages which 

prevents the current integrated deployment to run unmodified job scripts. In order to allow 

such submission of jobs, we are designing an approach where vTorque will be able to exploit 

reserved nodes to run certain parts of the job script in Linux and only deploy heavy 

workloads in OSv. 

5.2.5 Current State of Components Integrated 

 Snap 5.2.5.1

Intel’s monitoring component, called snap, is integrated into vTorque as admin configuration 

option. This means the cluster admins can decide if they enable it or not, while users have no 

opportunity to influence the monitoring, which is anyways transparent to them. 
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The monitoring is started at boot time of a physical compute node and keeps running 

continuously. However, each job has its unique tag based on the job id in order to identify 

the workload caused by a specific execution. This allows the identification of bottlenecks to 

tune the application’s performance accordingly. 

The job specific monitoring tags are applied at the beginning of the root prologue (for details 

please refer to D2.20 [36]), that is being executed as the first artefact, before any user 

prologue or the actual job script are started. The tag is then released at the end of the root 

epilogue, the last artefact being executed in a batch job’s lifecycle. Thus this approach allows 

full gathering of all data related to virtual execution as well as to bare metal execution, 

enabling us to compare and analyse both in depth. 

 sKVM / IOcm 5.2.5.2

IBM’s improvements to the IO core manager for higher I/O throughput in KVM is also 

integrated. This consists of the modified Linux 3.18 kernel and the static I/O core manager. 

Static core manager allocates the required number of cores to I/O operations in advance 

based on the parameters requested during job submission. Meanwhile, dynamic IO manager 

has been implemented, however not fully integrated into vTorque. Dynamic core manager 

will be configured by vTorque specifying minimum and maximum number of cores the 

manager is allowed to consume. These parameters are already prepared in vTorque 

configuration and command line interface. 

Even though static allocation of IO cores is sufficient for most HPC workloads, dynamic 

manager is going to be integrated next, mainly due to better defined interface and more 

stable implementation (static core manager was used primarily as a proof of concept 

implementation of the changes in the Linux kernel). 

There is one default parameter (IOCM_ENABLED_DEFAULT) to be defined by cluster admins, 

what the default behavior is, in case there is no iocm parameter provided by the user at 

submission time and IOcm has been enabled by the administrator configuration parameter 

IOCM_ENABLED. 

 vRDMA 5.2.5.3

Huawei’s first prototype of the vRDMA functionality is integrated into vTorque as well. There 

is an admin configuration option that controls if vRDMA is available at all to users. The nodes 

that are equipped with RoCE capable hardware need to be defined with a corresponding 

configuration option. Additionally there is also one default parameter 

(VRDMA_ENABLED_DEFAULT) to be defined by cluster admins, what the default behavior is, in 
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case there is no vrdma parameter provided by the user at submission time and vRDMA has 

been enabled by the administrator configuration parameter VRDMA_ENABLED. 

The setup of the vRDMA bridge and it’s local DHCP server happens during the root prologue 

execution. The tear down and clean up in the root epilogue. 

 SCAM 5.2.5.4

SCAM is not yet integrated into the HPC part of the MIKELANGELO software stack. The 

reason for this is that in HPC environments nodes usually get exclusively allocated, in contrast 

to Clouds, where many users may share one physical machine. Thus the priority to integrate 

it, is not as urgent as it is for Clouds. However, in case of NUMA-based node allocation, 

where it may happen that several users share one physical node, each one in its own NUMA 

domain, but with access to the same physical cache - either directly or via a cache-coherency 

protocol - SCAM comes into place. 

 log4bsh 5.2.5.5

The logging implemented with vTorque has emerged towards a sophisticated logging facility 

for bash scripts. Meanwhile it had been split off the vTorque project and became an 

independent one, called log4bsh [74]. This clear separation of the logging functionality from 

vTorque, enables bash script developers to also benefit from MIKELANGELO developments, 

nevertheless if their scripts are related to Cloud or HPC. 

The log4bsh project enables administrators to configure defaults, that can be overridden by 

users on demand, i.e. the log file, log level, if log is printed to STDOUT and many other 

things. Further, log4bsh provides function hooks for mapping script names to component 

names, or for logic to be executed on exit. 

5.3 Infrastructure 

The infrastructure has evolved in some aspects since the first year of the project. The previous 

state can be found in D5.4 [3]. The various improvements of the USTUTT testbed are pointed 

out in subsequent sections. Some of the changes are simple migrations of services to other 

locations, while others, like the virtualisation of physical hardware, are more complex. 

5.3.1 vTorque Requirements for the Infrastructure 

The infrastructure needed for a deployment is bound to a Torque installation. Torque checks 

for some optional files, like the root pro/epilogue in a specific place, with correct file access 

rights. These scripts are executed shortly before and after the execution of the user’s job 

script and optional user pro/epilogues. As the files are executed as root, no access by users is 
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desired, and for security reasons they aren’t executed when permission does not match. They 

are used to prepare the infrastructure, in the case of vTorque to prepare the virtual 

environment and clean up after the run, however the scripts previously in place will also be 

executed, since they are just wrapped by vTorque scripts . 

To simplify the deployment of these scripts symlinks are in place. They are linked from the 

source code in the shared folder to ‘/var/spool/torque/mom_priv/’ on each of the 

compute nodes. vTorque requires the following software to work properly. 

Table 5: Software prerequisites for vTorque 

Package Requirements 

qemu-kvm Required on all compute nodes. 

libvirt-bin Required on all compute nodes. 

cloud-utils Required on all compute nodes. 

cloud-init Required to be installed in VM images, with data source nocloud 

enabled. 

arp Required on all compute nodes. 

realpath Required on the front-end and all compute nodes. 

bash  Version >=4.0 required on the front-end and all compute nodes. 

log4bsh Required on the front-end and all compute nodes. 

 

5.3.2 Testbed Setup 

One of the major changes took place on the frontend node. It had been migrated from a 

physical machine, hosting in addition some services for the testbed environment, to 

dedicated virtual machines as per Figure 24 HPC Testbed Setup, one for the frontend and 

one for each of the services. The InfluxDB service migrated to a separated VM, is hosted on 

the same physical hardware as the Frontend. This is a more flexible setup, for example the 

InfluxDB needs more disk space or requires more io/cpu/memory resources it can easily 

migrated to another more powerful host. 
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Figure 24: HPC Testbed Setup 

This virtualized service approach has also been used to integrate a Jenkins slave (see section 

5.4) as a virtualized host, with access to the cluster frontend. It serves as a dedicated frontend 

for jenkins to submit jobs to the testbed. This is needed for Scotty (see section 3.3) 

integration and the setup for the automated testing. The gigabit network stayed the same 

and is not modified since the last time.  

5.3.3 Virtualized Services 

The hardware change had some other beneficial side effects regarding the infrastructural 

setup of the testbed. Replacing the old hardware was a good opportunity to update the 

initial storage and enviroment setup without much additional overhead. The ‘/home‘ 

directory was previously directly located on the physical frontend node: it is now moved with 

the ‘/opt’ to the underlying new host where the MIKELANGELO VMs are hosted. The new 

host is equipped with additional hard drives for a ZFS setup. This approach has more 

redundancy and is more flexible than the initial setup. The main work there was to migrate a 

physical host (the frontend) to a virtual environment. To ensure a short downtime and do this 

migration with minimal inconvenience for the users, several approaches for this migration 

have been evaluated. The simple way to build a VM from a physical machine, would be: 
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● Shutdown the system 

● Boot with a recovery system 

● Attach a storage (USB or network) 

● Use dd to copy the whole disc to a single file 

● Move the file to the target system 

● Build a VM with the file as main drive 

● Power up the VM 

However, this simple solution has some drawbacks. First, the system would be unavailable 

until the copy is done and the VM is up again. As big a storage facility as the internal one is 

needed and the copy can take, depending on the size and the speed, up to several days. 

The second solution, is to rebuild the system from scratch in a new VM. Due to the 

configurations and changes made for the Frontend, this can take a long time as well and for 

services like Torque, that can’t be tested and validated until the original machine is shutdown, 

it will need additional time. Even if this approach would be the cleanest, it is the one with the 

most unknown variables and is in the end probably more complex than appears at first 

glance. 

The complex and more advanced route is to rebuild the file system on a virtual drive: 

● Make a backup of the master boot record 

● Make a backup of the LVM configuration 

● Copy the  master boot record to an empty file with dd 

● Make sure that the filesystem is correct with fdisk -l <file> 

● Mount the file as loopback device 

● Restore LVM backup 

● Format the file systems (it is possible to have another file system as the original) 

● Mount all filesystem (loopback) 

● Expose them (through nfs or something else) 

● Rsync the root 

● Build on the old machine a new initramfs 

○ Add driver for virtio 

○ Add driver for the file system (if you have changed it) 

● Rsync the boot 

● Rsync the home 

With the  last step for the disc creation (the synchronisation of the file systems), it is possible 

to move some files around, edit configs for the restart and similar. In this case we have 

moved the ‘/home’ to the host system. A new ZFS filesystem has been setup to have some 

advantages over the initial setup. To complete the setup: 
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● Shutdown all services on the old host (VMs, databases, web server ...) 

● Disconnect all users (tell them or disconnect them hard) 

● Log in as root (to synchronize alle user files) 

● Make a final rsync over all filesystems 

● Shutdown the old host 

● Build a VM with the new disc attached 

● Boot the VM and look after the network config 

The main advantage over the other two approaches is that the down time can be measured 

in minutes and if everything is done in a correct way, it is overall the safest strategy. The 

complexity is manageable, the knowledge needed is mostly around filesystem and Linux boot 

processes. If the VM boots, the chance that something is broken in addition is very low due 

to the fact that the only changes made are on the file system level. 

One of the improvements of this migration from a physical to a virtual environment is the 

more flexible management of the frontend for the MIKELANGELO testbed. The new hardware 

is able to host several service VMs, in addition to the frontend it hosts all service VMs for 

MIKELANGELO. The second change for the frontend is a ZFS exported over NFS from the 

underlying file system. ZFS snapshots, as an interesting feature, snapshot. In this setup 

snapshots will be taken automatically and can prevent data loss. The snapshots do not add a 

huge overhead and take only a small space inside the file system. In addition a raidZ2 [75] 

(similar to Raid 6)  is in place to add parity to the file system, See Figure 24 for an overview of 

the HPC Testbed setup. 

5.3.4 Software Development Infrastructure 

In the management of the vTorque source code and its deployment on the USTUTT testbed, 

changes came into place as well. The general plan is to use Gerrit [76] to make a code review 

simple, GitLab [77] as a main repository, fusionforge [78] as an offshore backup and GitHub 

[79] as a publication platform. Previously, the upstream git repository for local developments 

was hosted on the frontend node. Local changes have been pushed from developer’s 

machine directly to the cluster, causing many tiny code changes for testing and debugging. 

In the new workflow (see Schema of the git workflow setup Figure 25), the upstream repo is 

now hosted at XLAB and is connected to Gerrit, a source code review tool. This new setup 

provides the benefits of code reviews and further, has a clear upstream process for the public 

access to the source code, while the testbed repo is no longer the upstream repo, but a 

separate repo dedicated to testing and debugging. The testbed repo is no longer relevant for 

code sharing and can be wiped and re-cloned at any time without losing any 

implementations. 
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Figure 25: Schema of the git workflow setup 

This setup is more sophisticated and more complex than the initial approach. However, it 

improves code quality through code reviews and simplifies sharing of the code inside the 

project, as well as with the worldwide community. An important side effect of this new 
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approach are automated backups to a second physical environment. The changes in the git 

workflow / code review workflow now enables us to integrate with Scotty for fully automated 

code verification workflows. 

A brief description of the various git branches used in the development workflow is now 

presented: 

● master contains is the latest stable version. It has passed at least one review and had 

been tested and validated on the USTUTT testbed. The tags inside this branch mark 

the version which is publicly available through github. 

● feature/* are private branches which are used to develop new integration parts and 

fixing bugs. They will be rebased into a single commit and reviewed before they get 

automatically merged into the master branch. 

● fix/* is used to deploy and develop fixes for bugs and errors. 

● develop is intended to merge several fixes or features before merged into the master. 

For a distributed development, it is possible to clone branches in development from GitLab. 

All branches can be deployed on the infrastructure for testing, there is no restriction. The 

develop branch is intended to be used to merge several features into one testing branch 

before being pushed to review and merged into the master. 

For data redundancy, an internal USTUTT fusionforge repository server hosted by USTUTT is 

in place. All branches gets synced from GitLab to this repo twice a day. All tagged versions of 

vTorque can be found in MIKELANGELO’s publicly accessible GitHub repository.  The push to 

GitHub of a tag, is done manually via GitLab, where the reviewed code from gerrit is pushed 

to.  

5.4 CI integration 

The continuous integration / experimentation platform presented in Section 3.3 covers 

different aspects. One of these scenarios is functional testing, another one is system 

verification tests. To integrate the platform to a point where it is capable to interact with 

vTorque, the setup has been redesigned accordingly. Jenkins, as the software that triggers 

the job submission, needs access to the testbed’s batch-system frontend. For this purpose a 

dedicated VM had been put into place. This VM runs on the same physical hardware as the 

frontend VM and acts as a Jenkins agent, allowing access to the test environment from 

external IPs. This is necessary due to the use of an external Jenkins server hosted by GWDG. 

This Jenkins slave has the same rights on the front end as all other users do. To submit jobs 

to the HPC testbed system, a workload generator has been implemented [80] running on the 

slave and triggered by Jenkins. 
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This setup allows to setup a Jenkins pipeline that runs jobs in vTorque and will simplify and 

automate the system verification regression testing of the (latest) vTorque source code.  

5.5 Use case experiences 

Scotty, as introduced in Section 3.3, opens a whole new level of possibilities for experiments. 

The target is to cover functional tests and use case experiments with one tool. This enables 

experiment versioning, automation and performance analysis without the overhead of a 

manual setup for each of the experiments. Most of the use cases for infrastructure tests run in 

similar setups only changing some of the input parameters and try to analyse this parametric 

studies in a manual way. This makes it hard to reuse or to rerun the experiment in an equal 

environment or with exactly the same setup. The documentation of the experiment is a key 

task that is time consuming and adds no direct value to the experiment. Versioning of the 

experiment, collected metadata, as well as all the relevant telemetry data collected from snap, 

regarding the state of the hardware and other metric, will form documentation that is helpful 

and reliable for the experiments. 

To get more information regarding the setup and hardware of a single node, a meta data 

collector [81] was implemented. This piece of software makes collection of node state at the 

time of the experiment easy and comparable. It gathers information of one node in a JSON 

document and is able to merge multiple node information into a single JSON file. To simplify 

the collection of all information about an experiment run, for the the snap performance data, 

as well as for the the metadata, the same tag is used to identify collected data that belongs 

to the same execution. 

The meta data collector has to be integrated into vTorque. This allows it to be aware of the 

experiment being monitored. In addition it should trigger the collection on each node, just 

before the experiment runs, and merge it in the end. The result of the metadata collector 

becomes one of the job artefacts. 

As an illustration of the output, here is an extract of an example structure of the metadata 

collection: 

{ 

  "nodeName": { 
   "processes": [ 
     { 

        "pid": 1, 

        "name": "systemd" 

      }, 
      { 
       [...] 
      } 
    ] 
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   "packages": { 

      "python-libxml2": "[python-libxml2=2.9.4+dfsg1-2, second version]" 
       [...] 
   }, 

    "cpu": { 

      "count": 4 
      [...] 
   }, 

    "env": { 
     "LANG": "en_US.UTF-8" 
     [...] 
   }, 

    "time": "2016-12-12 11:07:02.199288" 

  } 
   "vTorque": { 
    "8e458f5" 
  } 
   "mpi": { 
    "Path" : "/opt/mpi" 
    "version" : "mpirun (Open MPI) 1.6.5" 
  } 

} 

 

For the experiment setup inside the vTorque environment, the use of the workload 

generation is mandatory. It gets a single workload YAML file from the CI (Scotty) and then 

submits the job to vTorque. Users need to submit such workloads through Gerrit for the 

experiment to take place in the target infrastructure. 

Options for a workload YAML file: 

workload: 
 name: <workload name> [mandatory] 
 params: 
      job_script_name: <name> [mandatory] 
      experiment_dir: <path> [mandatory] contains job_script 
      qsub_number_of_nodes: <count> [optional] 
      qsub_number_of_processes_per_node: <count> [optional] 
 vTorque: 
      IMG: <path to image e.g. /image/image.img> 
      DISTRO: <debian|ubuntu|redhat|centos|fedora|osv> 
      RAM: <count> 
      VCPUS: <count> 
      VMS_PER_NODE: <count> 
      METADATA <path> 
      DISK <path> 
      ARCH <x86_64> 
      HYPERVISOR <kvm|skvm> 
      VCPU_PINNING <true|false> 
      VM_PROLOGUE <path> 
      VM_EPILOGUE <path> 
      VRDMA <true|false> 
      IOCM <true|false> 
      IOCM_MIN <count> 
      IOCM_MAX <count> 
      FS_TYPE <sharedfs|ramdisk> 
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This covers all the information vTorque needs to run a job inside the USTUTT testbed. It can 

be fully controlled using this YAML file. The parameters specify the vTorque behavior, for 

details please refer to section 5.2. The workload generator parses the information out of the 

YAML file and builds a qsub command out of it. In the next step, it submits the job and waits 

for the job to finish. This sequential workflow is in conflict with the asynchronous approach of 

an HPC batch system manager, as users can submit jobs, but they don’t know when and 

where they will run before the actual node allocation take place. So, to pass the information 

back to Jenkins, it is mandatory to wait for the final output of the experiment. With this 

approach it is possible to collect all data needed for an experiment run inside a single folder 

which is added to a remote git server. Jenkins will then check out the experiment on the 

Jenkins slave VM, run the job and return its output back to the Jenkins server. The versioning 

of the experiment inside git the performance data from snap and the metadata collection 

then complete the picture of the experiment. 

5.6 Summary of the Status of HPC Integration 

The status of the work results and the progress achieved for HPC Integration so far, is divided 

into two separate subsections. One dedicated to the development of virtualization for HPC, 

namely vTorque, and the other one for the Continuous Integration and experiment execution. 

5.6.1 vTorque 

vTorque has evolved from a proof-of-concept implementation in year one, supporting 

standard linux guests only, towards a more sophisticated, stable and feature rich piece of 

software.  

A review process, established for vTorque during year 2 of the MIKELANGELO project, 

ensures the quality of the source code being published. Completeness and maintainability, 

besides style conventions, are checked. Functional verification tests and system verification 

tests are intended to be covered by Jenkins in the near future. 

The developments carried out during the second year identified new challenges in relation to 

the integration of OSv with vTorque that are of no relevance for standard linux guests. Some 

of these are related to missing support in OSv, for example the command ‘dhclient -r’ to 

release IP allocations or the missing OpenSSH server. While others are related to the single-

user/single-process nature of OSv that requires another approach, like for example the 

command ‘mpirun’. Most of these challenges have already been addressed, and some are left 

and need to be resolved during the last year of the project. 
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5.6.2 CI Integration 

The first experimental integration and first tests are complete. It is now possible to submit 

jobs from Jenkins into vTorque. This opens a new way of building experiments, running them 

and documenting them. These improvements are the ground base for a more robust and 

more integrated way for automated experiment execution. 

With the integration of the experiments into a general execution pipeline, the environment is 

prepared for automated test. This will help use case providers to analyse the behavior of the 

use case with the newly developed components and in the end help to drive continuous 

improvements of the components.  

5.7 Future Work 

This section provides an outlook for the future work related to vTorque. This comprises 

extended and new functionalities, evolved component integrations, as well as plans for the 

continuous integration and the corresponding infrastructure. 

To provide users with a default image for their jobs it is adventurous to have a system that 

builds the images on a regular basis. To prevent security issues it would be needed to pre 

build images with different sets of software. An OpenFOAM image for example could be used 

as default for OpenFOAM simulations. The granularity of these images, and the control users 

have over them, still need to be evaluated. This is part of the work planned regarding the 

advanced integration of a continuous integration / continuous deployment system. In 

addition to the collected snap data it is intended to have a system that helps to analyze the 

output of the performance data. This helps developers and users to not only see the 

performance, but gives some hints and predictions, to improve the software running inside 

the system. 

The installation of the nodes with a local installation has shown that the software packages 

installed and the services running, started to drift apart. This means, some parts of the cluster 

are not in sync with the rest, regarding installed packages or configuration of software. The 

reason why nodes differ in the testbed is due to the fact that some had been offline while 

reconfiguring or due to manual errors. Due to the drift in the automatic update routine, it can 

be that some nodes got an update of packages earlier than other nodes. The differences will 

be now documented with the node meta data collector. It has to be evaluated if the software 

can be extended to build a drift monitor that gives administrators an overview over the drift 

inside the installation. This helps to build more homogeneous systems and helps to 

normalize the experiments execution. In addition to the evaluation of new ways to automate 

and monitor components, it is easier to integrate newer versions and components developed 

inside MIKELANGELO. The rollout of the new components should happen with a short delay 
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to give fast feedback to the developer, to support their work and help to fulfill the overall 

goals of MIKELANGELO. 

5.7.1 vTorque 

Even though vTorque already supports a wide range of functionality, many new features are 

planned for year 3, promising a brighter future for the use of virtualized HPC applications. 

These enhancements are listed and categorized below. 

Resiliency 

● Node health monitoring with snap, in order to identify degrading nodes before they 

crash 

● Checkpoint+restart of virtualized job execution, to enable jobs that last longer than 

the maximum queue time available or face degrading node health. 

● Virtualized networking with OpenFlow/OpenVSwitch 

● Spare node mgmt for (v)Torque, to have a global pool of spare nodes to be used to 

migrate processes from degrading nodes and keep the jobs alive. 

● Live migration of running instances to spare nodes when node health is degrading. 

Security 

● Daemon process that boots images on behalf of the user, to prevent the user from 

starting virtual guests manually. This daemon needs to be started by the root-

prologue and wait for the VM files to come into place that are generated during user 

prologue. 

● User exclusive isolated networks (openflow/openvswitch) 

Flexibility 

● Allow VM resource requests on a per VM basis, like Torque it offers on a per node 

basis, e.g. qsub -l nodes=1:ppn=4:gpu,nodes=20:ppn=8:ssd 

● Enable user provided metadata, in order to empower users to customize (pre-built) 

images, based on a configurable whitelist of targets allowed. 

Component Integrations 

● Integration of SCAM for NUMA-based node allocations 

● Update the integrated version of vRDMA, currently Prototype 1, to the latest version. 

● Deploy the latest version of the  kernel for IOcm 

● Integrate MPM with vTorque for packing OSv with applications automatically 
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5.7.2 Continuous Integration 

In the last year of the project there are many enhancements and additions planned for the 

Continuous Integration that are beneficial to vTorque and the evaluation of its functionality 

and performance. 

Use Case Integration 

● Full integration of the HPC Use Case Cancellous Bones 

● Support for the full integration of HPC Use Case OpenFoam 

Performance Measurements 

● Enable automatic coverage of all possible parameter combinations for vTorque  

● Enable automatic coverage of all useful parameters for Bones UC 

● Measure performance in depth for each parameter combination 

○ Snap for performance 

○ Meta data for documentation 

● Automatically compare performance measurements with previous executions, to gain 

detailed knowledge about latest improvements/degradations 

Automated Regression Testing 

● Function verification tests 

● System verification tests 

Documentation and Support 

● Provide detailed documentation to MIKELANGELO partners, how to integrate their 

use case with the CI for HPC 

● Support partners with the continuous HPC integration of their use case 
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6 Key Takeaways 

The key takeaways of this deliverable are: 

● The full-stack Instrumentation and Monitoring system can now collect data regarding 

vRDMA, IOcm, MongoDB, OpenFOAM, Yarn, Schedstat, USE, Spark, and CloudSuite 

Data Caching. Monitoring data can be tagged, and the resolution of monitoring data 

can be automatically adjusted depending on anomalies. All contributions have been 

open-sourced. 

● The MIKELANGELO Package Manager has been enhanced and integrated successfully. 

Integration with the complete OpenStack suite has been designed. 

● A Continuous Experimentation framework, Scotty, has been designed and developed 

to support the complete lifecycle of testing deployments of integrated stacks of 

software on both Cloud and HPC testbeds. 

● The Cloud testbed has been expanded to 6 nodes, now includes support for many 

cloud-based tools and frameworks, and has a new MIKELANGELO Cloud Manager to 

facilitate testing of enhancements to the scheduler. 

● The HPC testbed now includes a vTorque layer on top of Torque delivering non-

intrusive HPC virtualisation. Extensive configuration parameters are now available - 

together with appropriate defaults - and a rich command line wrapper for qsub. 

Various enhancements to OSv have been driven by the integration. The management 

infrastructure is now hosted in VMs. A new, richer workflow for deployment of HPC 

workloads is now supported and integration with Scotty has been demonstrated.  
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7 Concluding Remarks 

The MIKELANGELO project is now entering its third of three years. Comprehensive and 

innovative tools to enable the integration of the complete MIKELANGELO stack have been 

developed at this stage and two production mirroring testbeds have been created - one for 

Cloud and one for HPC. 

Enabling tools include a scalable full-stack instrumentation and monitoring solution which 

has been fully open-sourced and is being continuously expanded to address the needs of 

MIKELANGELO as they arise. The MIKELANGELO Package Manager developed in Work 

Package 4 has also been successfully integrated. This work included enhancements to 

Capstan, adding support for key cloud-init features to OSv, and designing of a RESTful API 

and comprehensive integration with OpenStack. A comprehensive over-arching Continuous 

Experimentation framework, Scotty, has also been designed and constructed. It enables the 

automation of the complete life-cycle of evaluating integrated infrastructural solutions. 

Regarding Cloud integration, the MIKELANGELO Cloud Manager for OpenStack has been 

developed, the testbed has been extended to 6 nodes, and now includes support for a wide 

arrange of popular cloud-based packages. Work is ongoing to expand the testbed to 13 

nodes, and integrate the latest versions of IOcm, ZeCoRX, and vRDMA for intra-host 

communication via IVSHMEM. 

Regarding HPC integration, the vTorque virtualisation layer for HPC has matured significantly. 

The HPC management layer is now hosted in VMs and a new, richer, automated workflow for 

deploying HPC workloads on virtualised infrastructure has been successfully demonstrated 

and also integrated with Scotty.  

Substantial progress has been made towards integrating the infrastructure of MIKELANGELO, 

with two full stack testbeds up and running and initial versions of powerful continuous 

experimentation tools complete. Future plans focus on expanding and maturing these 

solutions to meet new requirements generated from the deployment of the use-cases. 
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